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PROTOCOL

Working Style of the Overview & Scrutiny Commission (OSC) and Other 
Scrutiny Bodies

This document sets out the roles of Members and Officers, and the general principles to be adopted 
by the OSC and other scrutiny bodies such as Scrutiny Task and Finish Groups.

Member Leadership

Members of the OSC will take the lead in selecting topics for overview and scrutiny and will recognise 
that best practice identifies scrutiny as a non-executive Member-led activity. The OSC will expect 
Cabinet members to take prime responsibility for answering their questions about topics which chiefly 
relate to the Council’s activities.

A Constructive Atmosphere

Meetings of the OSC will be constructive and not judgmental. The Commission recognises and 
accepts that effective scrutiny is best achieved through challenging and constructive enquiry. People 
giving evidence should be given due respect and not made to feel under attack.

Independence 

Members of the OSC/task and finish groups will not be subject to whipping arrangements by the party 
groups.

Respect and Trust

Meetings will be conducted in a spirit of mutual respect and trust.

Consensus

Members of the OSC/task and finish groups will work together and, while recognising political 
allegiances, will attempt to achieve consensus and agreed targeted recommendations. There will be 
recognition that the OSC has a primary duty to scrutinise on behalf of the community.

Openness and Transparency

The OSC’s business will be open and transparent, except where there are sound reasons for 
protecting confidentiality. The minutes of the Commission’s meetings will explain the discussion and 
debate so that they can be understood by an outside reader.

Impartial and Independent Officer Advice

Officers who advise and support scrutiny will give impartial and independent advice, as officers 
support all members of the Council.

Regular Review

There will be regular reviews of how the scrutiny process is working, and a willingness to change if it 
is not working effectively.

Programming and Planning 

It is the responsibility of the OSC and the wider non-executive to determine its work programme and 
to allocate specific reviews either through a dedicated task and finish group or to undertake a review 
itself. Before each topic/review is commenced, the O&SC will agree the scope of the exercise, what 
information they will need initially, and which members, officers and external witnesses they wish to 
see.



Managing Time

The OSC will aim to conclude the business of each meeting in reasonable time. The order of business 
will be arranged as far as possible to minimise the demands on the time of witnesses. 

Member/Officer Roles

Executive members will regularly be called to account for the decisions they have made and to 
explain progress in key areas of their portfolio – and in the case of the Council Leader – the Council 
as a whole. Members will be expected to produce and present a brief written account of their 
executive activities and will then be questioned by members of the OSC for a period no longer than 20 
minutes.

Co-optees

“Expert witnesses” may be co-opted onto scrutiny task and finish groups to provide technical 
assistance to the review. Co-optees possess no voting rights.

Substitutes

Substitute members will be so listed on the agenda papers of the Overview & Scrutiny Commission. It 
is a member responsibility to alert a substitute in the event that she/he cannot attend a meeting. 
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PART A - ITEMS OPEN TO THE PUBLIC

Page(s)
herewith

1. MINUTES 7 - 11
To confirm the minutes of the meeting held on 19 April 2018.

2. APOLOGIES AND SUBSTITUTES 
To receive apologies for absence and to note substitute Members in 
attendance.

3. CHAIRMAN'S ANNOUNCEMENTS (IF ANY) 

 

4. URGENT BUSINESS 
To note whether the Chairman proposes to accept any item as urgent 
business pursuant to Section 100(B)(4)(b) of the Local Government Act 
1972.

5. DECLARATION OF INTERESTS 
The duties to register, disclose and not to participate for the entire 
consideration of the matter, in respect of any matter in which a Member 
has a disclosable pecuniary interest are set out in Chapter 7 of the 
Localism Act 2011.  Members are also required to withdraw from the 
meeting room as stated in the Standing Orders of this Council.

6. NON-MEMBERS WISHING TO ADDRESS THE MEETING 
To note the names of any non-members or public speakers wishing to 
address the meeting.

7. EXECUTIVE MEMBER PORTFOLIO UPDATE 
Councillor Adrian Stasiak, Executive Member Growth and
Commercialisation, has been invited to attend the meeting to update 
Members on key ongoing projects within his portfolio and to answer 
any questions.

8. BROADBAND IN BRECKLAND 12 - 16

Report of the Executive Director for Commercialisation, Christine 
Marshall.

9. DATA PROTECTION POLICY 17 - 48

Report of the Executive Manager for Governance and Data 
Protection Officer, Mark Stinson.
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10. Q4 2017-18 PERFORMANCE OVERVIEW REPORT 49 - 61

Report of the Executive Member for Strategy, Governance and 
Transformation Councillor Sam Chapman-Allen.

11. BRECKLAND LOTTERY 
To receive a verbal update from the Communities and 
Environmental Services Manager, Steve James, on the progression 
of the Breckland Lottery that launched in March 2018.

12. FLYTIPPING 
To receive a verbal update from the Communities and 
Environmental Services Manager, Steve James, on the number of 
reported flytips when compared to 2017.

13. OUTSIDE BODY FEEDBACK (STANDING ITEM) 
To receive an update from representatives on Outside Bodies.

14. SCRUTINY CALL-INS (STANDING ITEM) 
To note whether any decisions have been called-in for scrutiny.

15. COUNCILLOR CALL FOR ACTION (STANDING ITEM) 
To consider any references.

16. WORK PROGRAMME 62 - 70
(a) A copy of the Commission’s work programme is attached.  The 

Commission is asked to agree any additions, deletions or 
amendments to the programme as appropriate.

(b) Member Issues:  In accordance with the Commission’s protocol for 
member leadership, which states that members of the Commission 
will take the lead in selecting topics for overview and scrutiny and 
in the questioning of witnesses, members are invited to put forward 
items for selection for future review.

A copy of the Key Decision Plan is attached for Members’ information.

17. NEXT MEETING 
To note the arrangements for the next meeting to be held on 12th July 
2018, at 2.00 pm in the Anglia Room, Conference Suite, Elizabeth House, 
Dereham NR19 1EE.
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BRECKLAND COUNCIL

At a Meeting of the

OVERVIEW AND SCRUTINY COMMISSION

Held on Thursday, 19 April 2018 at 2.00 pm in the
Anglia Room, The Conference Suite, Elizabeth House, Walpole Loke, Dereham

PRESENT
Mr D. R. R. Oliver (Vice-
Chairman)
Mr P. M. M. Dimoglou
Mr R. F. W. Brame
Mr D. M. Crawford
Mr T. J. Jermy
Mr R.G. Kybird

Mrs S.M. Matthews
Mr M. J. Nairn
Mr R. R. Richmond
Mrs L.S. Turner
Councillor C. Bowes (Substitute Member)

Also Present
Mr H. E. J. Clarke
Mr J. Newton
Mr J.P. Cowen

Mr A.C. Stasiak
Mrs A M Webb

In Attendance
Leanne Neave - Democratic Services Officer
Maxine O'Mahony - Executive Director of Strategy & 

Governance (Monitoring Officer)
Margaret Bailey - Senior Accountant Capital and Treasury
Ralph Burton - Strategic Property Manager (BDC)
Andrew Grimley - Team Leader (Environmental 

Protection)
Sarah Shipley - Food, Health & Safety Manager

Action By
32/18 MINUTES 

The minutes of the meeting held on 8 March 2018 were confirmed 
as a correct record and signed by the Vice-Chairman.

33/18 APOLOGIES AND SUBSTITUTES 

Apologies had been received from Cllrs Gould, Joel and 
Crawford. Councillor Bowes attended as a substitute. 

34/18 CHAIRMAN'S ANNOUNCEMENTS (IF ANY) 

The Vice-Chairman advised that Item 11 Breckland Bridge 
Business Plan Update would be taken as Item 7.

35/18 URGENT BUSINESS 

None.

36/18 DECLARATION OF INTERESTS 

None.
7
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Action By

37/18 NON-MEMBERS WISHING TO ADDRESS THE MEETING 

Councillors Clarke and Newton.

38/18 EXCLUSION OF PRESS AND PUBLIC 

RESOLVED that under Section 100(A) of the Local Government 
Act 1972 the press and public be excluded from the meeting for 
the following items of business on the grounds that they involve 
the disclosure of exempt information as defined in paragraph 3 of 
Part 1 of Schedule 12A to the Act.

39/18 BRECKLAND BRIDGE BUSINESS PLAN UPDATE 

Members were informed of the recent success of the partnership 
and approved the updated Breckland Bridge Ltd Business Plan. 

40/18 TASK AND FINISH GROUPS 

Housing 

Councillor Turner confirmed the next task and finish group 
meeting was on 23rd April and that Senior Officers from Flagship 
Housing would be attending. 

 (a) Public Works Loan  Board Minutes 19 March 2018  

Councillor Kybird asked Members to note the minutes of the 
meeting held on 19th March.

 (b) Public Works Loans Board Task & Finish Group  

Public Works Loan Board 

Councillor Kybird updated Members regarding the task and 
finish group. He advised the group looked at the circumstances 
in which the Council could borrow and in detail what the 
different terms and different projects could be. However with the 
Council being in the financial position it is and the restrictions 
regarding borrowing to invest out of District, there was no 
current need to borrow and therefore the group could not 
progress. 

41/18 HR POLICY HANDBOOK ADDITIONS - CAREER BREAK 

Deputy Leader, Executive Member for Strategy, Governance and 
Transformation Councillor Sam Chapman-Allen presented the 
report. 

An amendment had been made to the Career Break policy, at the 
request of Overview and Scrutiny. An Officer must been 
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Action By
employed by Breckland Council for a period of 52 weeks before 
an application for a Career Break can be made. 

42/18 CORPORATE ENFORCEMENT POLICY 

Executive Member People and Information Councillor Alison 
Webb presented the report. 

Councillor Clarke commented that the policy as a whole was 
good. He queried if there could be a page on the website that 
assured members of the public the Council was taking action 
regarding enforcement and as an Authority were committed to 
enforcing issues. It would not only advise the public but put 
Members in a better place when dealing with public enquiries. 

The Executive Member People and Information agreed and that 
would be looked at and brought back to Scrutiny. 

Councillor Kybird queried if Planning had been consulted with as 
the policy seemed heavily weighted on Food Safety.

The Executive Member People and Information confirmed all 
departments had had an opportunity to comment and all 
representations had been incorporated.

The Vice-Chairman asked if the policy met statutory requirements 
and the Executive Member People and Information confirmed it 
did.

Sarah 
Shipley 

43/18 AIR QUALITY ACTION PLAN 

Team Leader Environmental Protection Andrew Grimley, 
presented the report. 

Councillor Kybird mentioned the National detailed plan for tackling 
gas that was published in 2017, he queried why the report made 
no mention of it. He also noted that there had been a reduction in 
emission during the monitoring period but not for Swaffham. 

The Environment Protection Team Leader advised that the 
National plan would be considered and the process was being 
adhered to and statutory guidance was used in the report. The 
next step was for discussions to begin with Norfolk County 
Council. 
He went on to advise that they had been monitoring Nitrogen 
Dioxide levels, there were natural peaks and troughs due to 
varying weather conditions year on year and the levels had 
dropped in recent times, however this may be due to the weather. 
He advised the reduction was in part owing to improved 
technology and the decreasing numbers of more polluting diesel 
engines and that this would therefore also help to reduce pollution 
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levels.

Councillor Kybird queried if a survey had been completed on 
domestic heating installations.

The Environmental Protection Team Leader advised the pollution 
levels they were concentrating on were primarily caused by traffic. 
However as part of the plan there was the need to look at other 
sources of pollution including domestic boilers and other sources 
of combustion. He pointed out that other market town indications 
were that pollution was more traffic related.

Councillor Jermy advised that as a member of the Norfolk County 
Council Environment, Development and Transport Committee he 
had seen reports in the past regarding air quality and he believed 
there to be some confusion as to which tier of Local Government 
was ultimately responsible for it. He had noted in the past that 
Swaffham was a larger concern than Norwich City itself.

Members were advised that as a District Council there was a duty 
to assess air quality. As a result an annual report is produced and 
has shown historically that there was high level of poor pollution in 
certain areas of Swaffham. However, until the air quality 
management area was in place, as it was now for Swaffham, 
Norfolk County Council had no legal duty to act. 

Councillor Nairn queried if the wind direction would adversely 
affect the air quality in Swaffham.

The Environmental Protection Team Leader advised the main 
annual measuring used plastic diffusion tubes which were 
replaced monthly. The 12 tubes gave a cumulative value. That 
represented changes in air quality throughout the year. They were 
in the early stages of identifying when vehicles were moving along 
Market Place, what happened when a vehicle went past a tube 
and if the wind direction changed and how the wind direction 
around buildings may contribute. 

Councillor Matthews commented that she felt the whole process 
was very slow moving. 

The Environmental Protection Team Leader advised that there 
was the need to have a development plan following the 
consultation. There were a number of localised steps that could 
be taken. Norfolk County Council had introduced measures to 
look at in their traffic strategy in terms of lighting, traffic lights, car 
parks etc and the team were doing highlighting the issue of air 
quality to them as far as was possible. 

Andrew 
Grimley 
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44/18 OUTSIDE BODY FEEDBACK (STANDING ITEM) 

Councillor Turner promoted the ongoing work of the Silver Social 
project. They had a 3 year rolling plan and it was having a great 
impact on people. She asked members to encourage their 
residents to attend an event.

Councillor R Richmond advised he had attended a patient 
participation group and was happy to report the issue of practices 
in Dereham closing their books had been resolved and patients 
were now being transferred from North Elmham and Swanton 
Morley surgeries back to Dereham where the books had re-
opened. 

45/18 SCRUTINY CALL-INS (STANDING ITEM) 

None. 

46/18 COUNCILLOR CALL FOR ACTION (STANDING ITEM) 

None.

47/18 WORK PROGRAMME 

The Vice-Chairman advised the Commission of the items on the 
Work Programme going forward. 

48/18 NEXT MEETING 

The arrangements for the next meeting on Thursday 31 May at 
2.00pm in the Anglia Room, Elizabeth House Dereham were 
noted. 

The meeting closed at 3.10 pm

CHAIRMAN
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BRECKLAND DISTRICT COUNCIL

Report of: Executive Director Commercialisation  

To: Overview & Scrutiny Commission, 31st May 2018

(Author: Robert Campbell)

Subject: Broadband Coverage in Breckland

Purpose: To report on the current and likely future state of Broadband Coverage in 
Breckland, suggesting options to improve future Superfast Coverage 
including the use of 4G and 5G technologies

Recommendation(s):
 
1) That the Overview & Scrutiny Commission recommends that the Council undertakes work to 

establish the broadband speeds of Breckland postcodes not covered by the current BBfN 
programme and then the Council considers what further options may need to be investigated.

1.0 BACKGROUND

In January 2016 Breckland Council agreed to release funding of £950,000 towards the 
Better Broadband for Norfolk Programme (Super-Fast Extension Programme) which aims 
to achieve 94% Superfast Broadband coverage in Breckland by 2020.  This is being 
achieved using call-off contracts under the provisions of the national Broadband Delivery 
UK (BDUK) Broadband Delivery Framework contract.  Breckland’s investment was part of 
a Norfolk wide initiative with contributions from a number of other district councils as 
follows:-

Breckland Council £950k
Broadland Council £560k
Kings Lynn and West Norfolk Council £500k
North Norfolk Council £1m
South Norfolk Council £570k

Norfolk County Council made a total contribution of £16m throughout all phases of the 
programme with matched funding from Government.

1.1 Through all phases of BBfn programme, superfast coverage in Breckland has improved 
from 30% to currently 88% and is on target to reach 94% coverage by 2020.  Within this 
programme, superfast is defined as a download speed of at least 24Mbps, although many 
properties will be able to achieve higher speeds, depending upon distance from their 
nearest cabinet.

1.2 The BBfN programme funds BT to install additional fibre cabinets across locations in 
Norfolk not covered by BT’s own commercial rollout.

1.3 BT provides rebates based on take up rates from the fibre cabinets installed under the 
programme.  Some of this is being used to fund the BBfN contract and future rebates 
should be available, see below.
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1.4 Norfolk County Council has agreed in principle to borrow against future predicted BT 
rebates of £11m and this money will now be used to invest in further improvements to 
coverage across Norfolk.  The current contract with BT was undertaken through a 
previous State Aid provision which is now closed.  Any further contracts will be via a new 
OJEU tender and must achieve ‘Next Generation Technology’ rules (aims to provide a 
minimum of 30Mbps connection speed).  Procurement is expected to commence in June, 
with a contract expected to be let in late 2018.  Until the contract is let, the extent and 
exact location of this further additional coverage won’t be known but the basis will be as 
before, that is to obtain maximum coverage for the available funding.

1.5 Norfolk County Council has also bid to Defra for a further £2m grant to support improved 
access to Superfast broadband by rural businesses in Norfolk not covered by the current 
BBfN programme.

1.6 The Government is intending to introduce a ‘Universal Service’ obligation by the end of 
2020 so that providers would be obliged to provide a minimum 10Mbps broadband service 
to all locations in the UK.  The intention is that the household would not have to pay any 
contribution providing that the installation costs serving that household are not more than 
£3,400.  A mix of technologies that meet the minimum specifications will be used to 
deliver this service.  The details of this Universal Service are still to be confirmed and 
requires new legislation due to be brought forward in 2018.

1.7 Properties which will not be covered by the current BBfN programme and which have 
speeds below 2Mbps are entitled to apply for the Government’s ‘Better Broadband’ 
Scheme.  This scheme offers support towards the cost of equipment and installation of a 
broadband connection so that a basic broadband service can be purchased for a first year 
cost of no more than £400 (taking account of any upfront costs and the 12 month service 
charges).  The scheme is expected to continue until at least the end of 2018.

1.8 Whilst 6% of locations in Breckland will not be covered by the current BBfN upgrade 
programme, further work would be needed to establish which individual postcodes will 
remain with connection speeds below the superfast minimum of 24Mbps and which of 
those will remain with speeds below the ‘basic’ provision speed of 2Mbps.

1.9 South Norfolk was predicted to have 9% of their properties not in scope for fibre 
deployment under the BBfN programme.  Their research found that there were circa. 588 
postcodes not covered by the BBfN programme within their district, noting that some 
postcodes would cover multiple properties.  It was estimated that 80-90 postcodes 
covering circa. 450 properties had broadband speeds below 2Mbps.

1.10 In August 2017 South Norfolk Council made a decision to invest £162k in a wireless 
based solution to improve coverage within the 9% target area, with the aim to provide a 
minimum broadband speed of 10Mbps to as many of these locations as possible within 
the constraints of the available funding.  After a bidding process, a contract was placed In 
November 2017 with Norfolk based provider InTouch Systems, to extend its existing 
wireless network, focussing on areas serving the 9% target group.  Householders and 
businesses within the qualifying area are able to apply for free connection and an agreed 
monthly broadband service fee.  A small (saucer sized) dish needs to be installed on the 
roof of the property, typically on the same mounting post used for the TV aerial.  The first 
additional wireless masts were installed in February 2018 and they aim to complete the 
contract by end of summer 2018.

1.11 There are other current broadband solutions available within Norfolk using 4G, wireless 
and satellite technology and over time these alternatives to fibre provision will improve in 
speed and coverage capability.
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Norfolk County Council has recognised that more visibility is needed for technology 
solutions not reliant on the current Openreach and Virgin Media networks, where the 
limitation on reaching remote locations is not technical but rather financial.

There are three main technologies which may be able to provide a more cost effective 
solution than Openreach or Virgin Media:-

a. Fibre to the property made cost effective through a not for profit community group.  
Where available, this approach provides a very high level of connection speed 
(upload and download) at a very low cost (1000Mbps for approx. £30 a month).  
However, provision of this service is just getting started in Norfolk, though it has 
proven to be effective in Lancashire where B4RN (Broadband for Rural North) 
started.  This approach is being led in South Norfolk by B4RN East Anglia 
(Broadband for Rural East Anglia) and another community group operating on a 
similar model called BB4ER (Better Broadband for East Ruston) operating North 
East of Norwich.  

b. Use of 4G connectivity, boosted by a dedicated receiver located outdoors to provide 
stated 30-80Mbps speeds. The data usage on these connections is capped but 
allowances have been increasing significantly. In some rare occasions Satellite 
connections may be used rather than 4G but these do tend to be more expensive 
and suffer from higher latency levels.   SimRush and Ruralbroadband are currently 
using these technologies to provide connectivity into hundreds of locations across 
the county.  

c. Use of fixed wireless so that the final section of the broadband connection is 
provided by a point to point wireless connection.  This well-established approach is 
already being used by hundreds of properties in Norfolk and has been provided by 
at least three main companies, including Symmetris (whose prices start at under 
£20 a month – though speed and data cap levels apply), ITSWisp/Thinking Wisp 
and WiSpire.  It is notable that around half of all the Churches in the country used 
for this sort of wireless broadband connectivity are located in Norfolk.

1.12 Future fifth generation 5G networks have the potential to substantially increase data 
speeds by a factor of five or more from what is possible from the best 4G+.  The table 
below shows estimated speed comparisons.

Network Type Download speeds Time to download a full 
HD film

3G 384Kbps Over a day
4G 100Mbps Over 7 minutes

4G+ 300Mbps 2.5 minutes
5G 1-10Gbps (theoretical) 4 – 40 seconds

 Furthermore, 5G will also have greater capacity, meaning the networks will be able to 
cope better with many high-demand applications all at once.  This is important for 
potential uses of 5G to provide broadband services to locations which are still 
uneconomical to provide a cabled solution.

Whilst a few countries are planning to launch 5G networks by early 2019, the current 
estimated introduction of 5G in the UK is 2020 at the earliest and more likely 2022 by the 
time that coverage across the UK is reasonable.
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Because the amount of spectrum available is finite, it has to be allocated. Ofcom, the UK’s 
communications regulator, has begun a 5G spectrum auction to help cope with demand.

This auction will see 40MHz of spectrum in the 2.3GHz band and 150MHz of spectrum in 
the 3.4GHz band auctioned off, with the former being useable now and the latter being 
earmarked for 5G use.

5G has the potential speed and capacity to effectively deal with broadband access for 
locations which are very expensive to cable.  The issue will be whether there is enough 
market led demand to bring 5G coverage rates to very high percentage levels.

2.0 OPTIONS

2.1 Undertake work to establish the current broadband speed of Breckland postcodes not 
covered by the current BBfN programme and then consider what further options need to 
be investigated.

2.2 Take a view that a combination of improving technology, including 5G, further investment 
through BT rebates, and the introduction of the Government’s Universal Service, is 
sufficient to ensure adequate broadband coverage and speeds within Breckland.

There may be a case for undertaking work in Breckland to improve the awareness of 
alternative broadband technologies to our local residents and businesses especially those 
in the most rural locations.

3.0 REASONS FOR RECOMMENDATION(S)

3.1 It is important that Breckland Council gains a better understanding of the broadband 
speed spread of those locations not covered by the current BBfN programme in order to 
make an informed decision on whether any further investment by the Council is required.

4.0 EXPECTED BENEFITS

4.1 Best use of public funding.

5.0 IMPLICATIONS

In preparing this report, the report author has considered the likely implications of the 
decision - particularly in terms of Carbon Footprint / Environmental Issues; 
Constitutional & Legal; Contracts; Corporate Priorities; Crime & Disorder; Equality & 
Diversity/Human Rights; Financial; Health & Wellbeing; Reputation; Risk Management; 
Safeguarding; Staffing; Stakeholders/Consultation/Timescales; Transformation Programme; 
Other. Where the report author considers that there may be implications under one or more 
of these headings, these are identified below.

5.1 Carbon Footprint / Environmental Issues
 
5.1.1 Increased online access to services will have a positive impact on carbon footprint as it will 

enable services to be accessed remotely in more cases.

5.2 Corporate Priorities
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5.2.1 Supporting Breckland to develop and thrive.

5.2.2 Providing the right services, at the right time and in the right way.

5.2.3 Developing the local economy to be vibrant with continued growth.

5.2.4 Enabling stronger more independent communities.

6.0 WARDS/COMMUNITIES AFFECTED

6.1 All wards.

7.0 ACRONYMS 

7.1 BBfN - Better Broadband for Norfolk
7.2 BT - British Telecom
7.3 BDUK - Broadband Delivery UK
7.4 OJUE - publication, in which all tenders from the public sector which are valued above a 

certain financial threshold according to EU legislation, must be published.

Lead Contact Officer
Name and Post: Robert Campbell
Telephone Number: 01362 656808
Email: robert.campbell@breckland.gov.uk
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BRECKLAND DISTRICT COUNCIL

Report of: Mark Stinson – Shared Executive Manager for Governance and Data 
Protection Officer

To:     Overview & Scrutiny Commission – 31 May 2018 
Cabinet – 12 June 2018

(Author: Mark Stinson Executive Manager for Governance and Data Protection 
Officer)

Subject: Data Protection Policy 

Purpose: To consider a draft Data Protection Policy, Data Security Breach Procedure 
and Response Procedures for Data Subject Requests.

Recommendation(s): 

1. That the new draft Data Protection Policy, Data Security Breach Procedure and 
Response Procedures for Data Subject Requests be recommended to Cabinet for 
approval and adoption.

2. That it be recommended to Cabinet that the Shared Executive Manager and Data 
Protection Officer be authorised to make amendments to the Policy and Procedures so 
far as is necessary to reflect legislative changes, emerging guidance and to incorporate 
links to other relevant documents.

1.0 BACKGROUND

1.1 The new General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) became effective from 25 May 2018. 
GDPR will also be supplemented by a new Data Protection Act – which is presently 
progressing through Parliament.

1.2 As members may recall, the Executive Manager for Governance and Data Protection 
Officer attended the meeting of the Overview and Scrutiny Commission meeting on 25 
January 2018 to brief members on the impact of GDPR. 

1.3 GDPR enhances the rights of individuals, giving them more control over their data. It also 
places enhanced obligations on organisations who control and/or process data. Some of 
the key changes brought about by GDPR are:

 Much bigger fines are permitted by GDPR. As well as fines, individuals can bring 
private legal proceedings for breaches.

 GDPR obligations must be placed on contractors if they are handling personal data for 
the council. Similarly, we will need to accept GDPR obligations if we provide services to 
third parties.

 Individuals get enhanced rights over their data – the main ones are:
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o to access their data more quickly. Individuals are entitled to request details and 
copies of personal data we hold on them. This now has to be provided within 30 
days (previously 40).

o to have inaccurate data corrected.
o to be ‘forgotten’ – in other words to have their data deleted. This right does not 

apply to certain personal data, such as data we need to fulfil a statutory purpose 
(an example would be personal data required for Council Tax collection).

 If we hold data on the basis of consent, then that consent must be genuine and must be 
informed (so we cannot rely on pre-ticked boxes).

 We must appoint a Data Protection Officer (The Executive Manager for Governance is 
identified in the Constitution as the Data Protection Officer)

 We need to be more transparent about the data we hold – informing data subjects of 
the data we hold, how long we will hold it, whether we share it, what we use if for, etc. 
This is achieved in a number of ways, but in particular we are producing ‘Privacy 
Notices’ to tell individuals about how we are using their information.

 We now have an ‘Accountability’ duty. This means that we need to be able to evidence 
compliance. We are doing this by building an audit trail of training, new policies, new 
procedures, technical and organisational measures, privacy notices, and other key 
actions.

1.4 Appended to this report is a draft Data Protection Policy, Data Security Breach Procedure 
and Response Procedures for Data Subject Requests. These are mostly based on 
professional legal precedents, and then tailored for our use. There remain some gaps as 
we await enactment of the new Data Protection Act and receipt of further guidance. There 
will also be a need to cross reference other policies as these are created or updated (such 
as IT security policies). In light of this, members are asked to authorise the Executive 
Manager for Governance and Data Protection Officer to make amendments to the policy 
but only so far as is necessary to reflect legislative changes, emerging guidance, and to 
cross reference linked policies.

2.0 OPTIONS

2.1 Cabinet may be recommended to:

 Approve the Policy and Procedures as written
 Approve the Policy and Procedures with amendments
 Do nothing.

3 REASONS FOR RECOMMENDATION

3.1 Approval will ensure that the Council has a fit-for-purpose Policy to assist in compliance 
with GDPR.

4 EXPECTED BENEFITS

4.1 The introduction of changes under GDPR places a duty on all data controllers and data 
processors to deal with personal data in a lawful and diligent manner.  By ensuring that 
there is a robust Data Protection Policy in place, the Authority will be well positioned to 
adhere to these new requirements.
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5 IMPLICATIONS

In preparing this report, the report author has considered the likely implications of the 
decision - particularly in terms of Carbon Footprint / Environmental Issues; 
Constitutional & Legal; Contracts; Corporate Priorities; Crime & Disorder; Equality & 
Diversity/Human Rights; Financial; Health & Wellbeing; Reputation; Risk Management; 
Safeguarding; Staffing; Stakeholders/Consultation/Timescales; Transformation Programme; 
Other. Where the report author considers that there may be implications under one or more 
of these headings, these are identified below.

5.1 Constitutional & Legal

5.1.1 GDPR compliance is a legal requirement. Constitutionally, final approval of the Policy sits 
with the Cabinet.

5.2 Contracts

5.2.1 GDPR places obligation on Data Controllers to impose GDPR obligations on contractors.

5.3 Financial

5.3.1 Adoption of the Policy does not of itself have any financial implications. Clearly, compliance 
with GDPR does have financial implications. 

5.4 Risk Management

5.4.1 Having a robust Policy and associated procedures helps the Council to evidence 
compliance (the ‘accountability principle’ under GDPR). This, together with proper use of 
the policy and procedures, will ensure that our data practices improve and our level of risk 
reduces.

6 WARDS/COMMUNITIES AFFECTED

6.1 All wards/communities are affected.

7 ACRONYMS

7.1 GDPR – General Data Protection Regulation

Background papers:- None

Lead Contact Officer
Name and Post: Mark Stinson Executive Manager - Governance
Telephone Number 01775 764612
Email: mark.stinson@breckland-sholland.gov.uk

Key Decision: No 

Exempt Decision: No 

Appendices attached to this report: 
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Appendix A Data Protection Policy (draft)
Appendix B Data Security Breach Procedure
Appendix C Response procedures for data subject requests under GDPR
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Data Protection Policy
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Breckland District Council is committed to protecting the rights and privacy of all people with regard to 
the processing of personal data.  During the course of our activities we will collect, store and process 
personal information about our staff, customers, suppliers and other third parties.  We recognise the 
need to treat personal data in an appropriate and lawful manner and all processing will be conducted in 
accordance with this policy, the Data Protection Act 1998, the General Data Protection Regulation and 
any subsequent or amending legislation.

This Policy applies to all employees and members of Breckland District Council.  Any breach of this 
policy will be taken seriously and serious or persistent Personal Data Breaches may be considered to 
be a breach of the Members’ Code of Conduct or result in disciplinary action [links].  As a matter of 
good practice, other agencies and individuals working with the Council, who have access to personal 
information, will be expected to read and comply with this Policy.

This Policy is open to all internal and external stakeholders and is available to view on the Council’s 
website: [link]

Users of this policy are encouraged to view further guidance that has been issued by the Information 
Commissioner’s Office (“ICO”). Guidance is available in many discrete areas (such as CCTV, data 
sharing and subject access rights). These guidance notes can be accessed from the following 
webpage: https://ico.org.uk/for-organisations/guidance-index/data-protection-and-privacy-and-electronic-
communications/

The ICO also has a guide specifically about the new General Data Protection Regulation which can be 
found here:  https://ico.org.uk/for-organisations/guide-to-the-general-data-protection-regulation-gdpr/

Further resources can also be found on the Council’s Intranet at 
http://www.breckland.gov.uk/intranet/GDPR]

 

1.  INTERPRETATION  
 
1.1  DEFINITIONS:  
 

Automated Decision-Making (ADM):  when a decision is made which is based solely on Automated 
Processing (including profiling) which produces legal effects or significantly affects an individual. The 
GDPR prohibits Automated Decision-Making (unless certain conditions are met) but not Automated 
Processing.

Automated Processing:  any form of automated processing of Personal Data consisting of the use of 
Personal Data to evaluate certain personal aspects relating to an individual, in particular to analyse or 
predict aspects concerning that individual’s performance at work, economic situation, health, personal 
preferences, interests, reliability, behaviour, location or movements. Profiling is an example of Automated 
Processing.

Council name:   Breckland District Council.
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Council Personnel:  all employees, contractors, agency workers, consultants, elected members and 
others.

Consent: agreement which must be freely given, specific, informed and be an unambiguous indication 
of the Data Subject’s wishes by which they, by a statement or by a clear positive action, signify agreement 
to the Processing of Personal Data relating to them.

Data Controller:  the person or organisation that determines when, why and how to process Personal 
Data. It is responsible for establishing practices and policies in line with the GDPR. We are the Data 
Controller of all Personal Data relating to our Council Personnel and Personal Data used in our business 
for our own purposes.

Data Subject:  a living, identified or identifiable individual about whom we hold Personal Data. Data 
Subjects may be nationals or residents of any country and may have legal rights regarding their Personal 
Data.

Data Privacy Impact Assessment (DPIA):  tools and assessments used to identify and reduce risks of 
a data processing activity. DPIA can be carried out as part of Privacy by Design and should be conducted 
for all major system or business change programs involving the Processing of Personal Data.

Data Protection Officer (DPO):  the person required to be appointed in specific circumstances under 
the GDPR. The Council’s DPO is the person for the time being identified as such in the Council’s 
Constitution.

EEA:  the 28 countries in the EU, and Iceland, Liechtenstein and Norway.

Explicit Consent:  consent which requires a very clear and specific statement (that is, not just action).

General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR):  the General Data Protection Regulation ((EU) 
2016/679). Personal Data is subject to the legal safeguards specified in the GDPR.

Personal Data:  any information identifying a Data Subject or information relating to a Data Subject that 
we can identify (directly or indirectly) from that data alone or in combination with other identifiers we 
possess or can reasonably access. Personal Data includes Sensitive Personal Data and Pseudonymised 
Personal Data but excludes anonymous data or data that has had the identity of an individual permanently 
removed. Personal data can be factual (for example, a name, email address, location or date of birth) or 
an opinion about that person’s actions or behaviour. 

Personal Data Breach:  any act or omission that compromises the security, confidentiality, integrity or 
availability of Personal Data or the physical, technical, administrative or organisational safeguards that 
we or our third-party service providers put in place to protect it. The loss, or unauthorised access, 
disclosure or acquisition, of Personal Data is a Personal Data Breach.

Privacy by Design:  implementing appropriate technical and organisational measures in an effective 
manner to ensure compliance with the GDPR.
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Privacy Guidelines:  the Council’s privacy/GDPR related guidelines provided to assist in interpreting 
and implementing this Policy and Related Policies, available here: [Link]

Privacy Notices (also referred to as Fair Processing Notices) or Privacy Policies: separate notices 
setting out information that may be provided to Data Subjects when the Council collects information about 
them. These notices may take the form of general privacy statements applicable to a specific group of 
individuals (for example, employee privacy notices or the website privacy policy) or they may be stand-
alone, one time privacy statements covering Processing related to a specific purpose.

Processing or Process:  any activity that involves the use of Personal Data. It includes obtaining, 
recording or holding the data, or carrying out any operation or set of operations on the data including 
organising, amending, retrieving, using, disclosing, erasing or destroying it. Processing also includes 
transmitting or transferring Personal Data to third parties.

Pseudonymisation or Pseudonymised:  replacing information that directly or indirectly identifies an 
individual with one or more artificial identifiers or pseudonyms so that the person, to whom the data 
relates, cannot be identified without the use of additional information which is meant to be kept separately 
and secure.

Related Policies:  the Council’s policies, operating procedures or processes related to this Policy and 
designed to protect Personal Data, available here: [Links e.g. IT Security, email, etc.]

Sensitive Personal Data:  information revealing racial or ethnic origin, political opinions, religious or 
similar beliefs, trade union membership, physical or mental health conditions, sexual life, sexual 
orientation, biometric or genetic data, and Personal Data relating to criminal offences and convictions. 
 

2.  INTRODUCTION  
 

This Policy sets out how Breckland District Council (”we”, “our”, “us”, “the Council”) handle the 
Personal Data of our customers, suppliers, elected members, employees, workers and other third 
parties.
 
This Policy applies to all Personal Data we Process regardless of the media on which that data is 
stored or whether it relates to past or present elected members, employees, workers, customers, 
clients or supplier contacts, website users or any other Data Subject.
 
This Policy applies to all Council Personnel (”you”, “your”). You must read, understand and comply 
with this Policy when Processing Personal Data on our behalf and attend training on its requirements. 
This Policy sets out what we expect from you in order for the Council to comply with applicable law. 
Your compliance with this Policy is mandatory. Related Policies and Privacy Guidelines are available 
to help you interpret and act in accordance with this Policy. You must also comply with all such Related 
Policies and Privacy Guidelines. 
 

3.  SCOPE  
 

We recognise that the correct and lawful treatment of Personal Data will maintain confidence in the 
organisation and will provide for successful business operations. Protecting the confidentiality and 
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integrity of Personal Data is a critical responsibility that we take seriously at all times. The Council is 
exposed to potential fines of up to EUR20 million (approximately £18 million) or 4% of total annual 
turnover, whichever is higher and depending on the breach, for failure to comply with the provisions 
of the GDPR.
 
All managers and elected members are responsible for ensuring that all Council Personnel comply 
with this Policy and need to implement appropriate practices, processes, controls and training to 
ensure such compliance.
 
The DPO is responsible for overseeing this Policy and, as applicable, developing Related Policies and 
Privacy Guidelines.
 
Please contact the DPO with any questions about the operation of this Policy or the GDPR or if you 
have any concerns that this Policy is not being or has not been followed. In particular, you must always 
contact the DPO in the following circumstances:

 
 

(a)  if you are unsure of the lawful basis which you are relying on to process Personal Data 
(including the legitimate interests used by the Council) (see Section [5.1] below);

 
(b)  if you need to rely on Consent and/or need to capture Explicit Consent (see Section [5.2] 

below);
 
(c)  if you need to draft Privacy Notices or Fair Processing Notices and are unsure of the necessary 

content (see Section [5.3] below);
 
(d)  if you are unsure about the retention period for the Personal Data being Processed (see Section 

[9] below);
 
(e)  if you are unsure about what security or other measures you need to implement to protect 

Personal Data (see Section [10.1] below);
 
(f)  if there has been a Personal Data Breach (Section [10.2] below);
 
(g)  if you are unsure on what basis to transfer Personal Data outside the EEA (see Section [11] 

below);
 
(h)  if you need any assistance dealing with any rights invoked by a Data Subject (see Section [12]);
 
(i)  whenever you are engaging in a significant new, or change in, Processing activity which is likely 

to require a DPIA (see Section [13.4] below) or plan to use Personal Data for purposes other 
than what it was collected for;

 
(j)  If you plan to undertake any activities involving Automated Processing including profiling or 

Automated Decision-Making (see Section [13.5] below);
 
(k)  If you need help complying with applicable law when carrying out direct marketing activities 

(see Section [13.6] below); or
 
(l)  if you need help with any contracts or other areas in relation to sharing Personal Data with third 

parties (including our vendors) (see Section [13.7] below).
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4.  PERSONAL DATA PROTECTION PRINCIPLES  
 

We adhere to the principles relating to Processing of Personal Data set out in the GDPR which require 
Personal Data to be:

 
(a)  Processed lawfully, fairly and in a transparent manner (Lawfulness, Fairness and 

Transparency).
 
(b)  Collected only for specified, explicit and legitimate purposes (Purpose Limitation).
 
(c)  Adequate, relevant and limited to what is necessary in relation to the purposes for which it is 

Processed (Data Minimisation).
 
(d)  Accurate and where necessary kept up to date (Accuracy).
 
(e)  Not kept in a form which permits identification of Data Subjects for longer than is necessary 

for the purposes for which the data is Processed (Storage Limitation).
 
(f)  Processed in a manner that ensures its security using appropriate technical and organisational 

measures to protect against unauthorised or unlawful Processing and against accidental loss, 
destruction or damage (Security, Integrity and Confidentiality).

 
(g)  Not transferred to another country without appropriate safeguards being in place (Transfer 

Limitation).
 
(h)  Made available to Data Subjects and Data Subjects allowed to exercise certain rights in 

relation to their Personal Data (Data Subject’s Rights and Requests).
 

We are responsible for and must be able to demonstrate compliance with the data protection principles 
listed above (Accountability).

 

5.  LAWFULNESS, FAIRNESS, TRANSPARENCY  
 
5.1 LAWFULNESS AND FAIRNESS  
 

Personal Data must be Processed lawfully, fairly and in a transparent manner in relation to the Data 
Subject.
 
You may only collect, Process and share Personal Data fairly and lawfully and for specified purposes. 
The GDPR restricts our actions regarding Personal Data to specified lawful purposes. These 
restrictions are not intended to prevent Processing, but ensure that we Process Personal Data fairly 
and without adversely affecting the Data Subject.
 
The GDPR allows Processing for specific purposes, some of which are set out below:

 
(a)  the Data Subject has given his or her Consent;
 
(b)  the Processing is necessary for the performance of a contract with the Data Subject;
 
(c)  to meet our legal obligations;
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(d)  to protect the Data Subject’s vital interests;
 
(e)   necessary for the performance of a task carried out in the public interest or in the exercise of 

official authority;
 

You must identify and document the legal ground being relied on for each Processing activity. It is 
very important that you do not seek to rely on consent where you have another lawful purpose (many 
of our services are, for example, tasks carried out in the public interest or in the exercise of official 
authority).

 
    5.2  CONSENT  
 

A Data Controller must only process Personal Data on the basis of one or more of the lawful bases 
set out in the GDPR, which include Consent.
 
A Data Subject consents to Processing of their Personal Data if they indicate agreement clearly either 
by a statement or positive action to the Processing. Consent requires affirmative action so silence, 
pre-ticked boxes or inactivity are unlikely to be sufficient. If Consent is given in a document which 
deals with other matters, then the Consent must be kept separate from those other matters.
 
Data Subjects must be easily able to withdraw Consent to Processing at any time and withdrawal must 
be promptly honoured. Consent may need to be refreshed if you intend to Process Personal Data for 
a different and incompatible purpose which was not disclosed when the Data Subject first consented.
 
Unless we can rely on another legal basis of Processing, Explicit Consent is usually required for 
Processing Sensitive Personal Data, for Automated Decision-Making and for cross border data 
transfers. Usually we will be relying on another legal basis (and not require Explicit Consent) to 
Process most types of Sensitive Data. Where Explicit Consent is required, you must issue a Fair 
Processing Notice to the Data Subject to capture Explicit Consent.
 
You will need to evidence Consent captured and keep records of all Consents so that the Council can 
demonstrate compliance with Consent requirements.

 
    5.3  TRANSPARENCY (NOTIFYING DATA SUBJECTS)  
 

The GDPR requires Data Controllers to provide detailed, specific information to Data Subjects 
depending on whether the information was collected directly from Data Subjects or from elsewhere. 
Such information must be provided through appropriate Privacy Notices or Fair Processing Notices 
which must be concise, transparent, intelligible, easily accessible, and in clear and plain language so 
that a Data Subject can easily understand them.
 
Whenever we collect Personal Data directly from Data Subjects, including for human resources or 
employment purposes, we must provide the Data Subject with all the information required by the 
GDPR including the identity of the Data Controller and DPO, how and why we will use, Process, 
disclose, protect and retain that Personal Data through a Fair Processing Notice which must be 
presented when the Data Subject first provides the Personal Data..
 
When Personal Data is collected indirectly (for example, from a third party or publically available 
source), you must provide the Data Subject with all the information required by the GDPR as soon as 
possible after collecting/receiving the data. You must also check that the Personal Data was collected 
by the third party in accordance with the GDPR and on a basis which contemplates our proposed 
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Processing of that Personal Data.
 
You should always check the Intranet (see earlier hyperlinks) for any guidelines on drafting Privacy 
Notices/Fair Processing Notices.

 

6.  PURPOSE LIMITATION  
 

Personal Data must be collected only for specified, explicit and legitimate purposes. It must not be 
further Processed in any manner incompatible with those purposes.
 
You cannot use Personal Data for new, different or incompatible purposes from that disclosed when 
it was first obtained unless you have informed the Data Subject of the new purposes and they have 
Consented where necessary.

 

7.  DATA MINIMISATION  
 

Personal Data must be adequate, relevant and limited to what is necessary in relation to the purposes 
for which it is Processed.
 
You may only Process Personal Data when performing your job duties (or in the case of an elected 
member, your ward duties or duties as an elected member generally) require it. You cannot Process 
Personal Data for any reason unrelated to your job/member duties.
 
You may only collect Personal Data that you require for your job/member duties: do not collect 
excessive data. Ensure any Personal Data collected is adequate and relevant for the intended 
purposes.
 
You must ensure that when Personal Data is no longer needed for specified purposes, it is deleted 
or anonymised in accordance with the Council’s data retention guidelines.

 

8.  ACCURACY  
 

Personal Data must be accurate and, where necessary, kept up to date. It must be corrected or 
deleted without delay when inaccurate.
 
You will ensure that the Personal Data we use and hold is accurate, complete, kept up to date and 
relevant to the purpose for which we collected it. You must check the accuracy of any Personal Data 
at the point of collection and at regular intervals afterwards. You must take all reasonable steps to 
destroy or amend inaccurate or out-of-date Personal Data.

 

9.  STORAGE LIMITATION  
 

Personal Data must not be kept in an identifiable form for longer than is necessary for the purposes 
for which the data is processed.
 
You must not keep Personal Data in a form which permits the identification of the Data Subject for 
longer than needed for the legitimate business purpose or purposes for which we originally collected 
it including for the purpose of satisfying any legal, accounting or reporting requirements.
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The Council will maintain retention policies and procedures to ensure Personal Data is deleted after 
a reasonable time for the purposes for which it was being held, unless a law requires such data to 
be kept for a minimum time. You must comply with the Council’s guidelines on Data Retention which 
can be found in our Information Assets Register at the Intranet page referred to earlier in this policy.
 
You will take all reasonable steps to destroy or erase from our systems all Personal Data that we no 
longer require in accordance with all the Council’s applicable records retention schedules and 
policies. This includes requiring third parties to delete such data where applicable.
 
You will ensure Data Subjects are informed of the period for which data is stored and how that period 
is determined in any applicable Privacy Notice or Fair Processing Notice.

 

10.  SECURITY INTEGRITY AND CONFIDENTIALITY  
 
10.1 PROTECTING PERSONAL DATA  
 

Personal Data must be secured by appropriate technical and organisational measures against 
unauthorised or unlawful Processing, and against accidental loss, destruction or damage.
 
We will develop, implement and maintain safeguards appropriate to our size, scope and business, 
our available resources, the amount of Personal Data that we own or maintain on behalf of others 
and identified risks (including use of encryption and Pseudonymisation where applicable). We will 
regularly evaluate and test the effectiveness of those safeguards to ensure security of our 
Processing of Personal Data. You are responsible for protecting the Personal Data we hold. You 
must implement reasonable and appropriate security measures against unlawful or unauthorised 
Processing of Personal Data and against the accidental loss of, or damage to, Personal Data. You 
must exercise particular care in protecting Sensitive Personal Data from loss and unauthorised 
access, use or disclosure.
 
You must follow all procedures and technologies we put in place to maintain the security of all 
Personal Data from the point of collection to the point of destruction. You may only transfer Personal 
Data to third-party service providers who agree to comply with the required policies and procedures 
and who agree to put adequate measures in place, as requested.
 
You must maintain data security by protecting the confidentiality, integrity and availability of the 
Personal Data, defined as follows:

 
(a)  Confidentiality means that only people who have a need to know and are authorised to use 

the Personal Data can access it.
 
(b)  Integrity means that Personal Data is accurate and suitable for the purpose for which it is 

processed.
 
(c)  Availability means that authorised users are able to access the Personal Data when they 

need it for authorised purposes.
 

You must comply with and not attempt to circumvent the administrative, physical and technical 
safeguards we implement and maintain in accordance with the GDPR and relevant standards to 
protect Personal Data.
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10.2  REPORTING A PERSONAL DATA BREACH  
 

The GDPR requires Data Controllers to notify any Personal Data Breach to the applicable regulator 
(the Information Commissioner) and, in certain instances, the Data Subject.
 
We have put in place procedures to deal with any suspected Personal Data Breach and will notify 
Data Subjects or any applicable regulator where we are legally required to do so.
 
If you know or suspect that a Personal Data Breach has occurred, do not attempt to investigate the 
matter yourself. Immediately contact the DPO or in his/her absence the Legal Team. You should 
preserve all evidence relating to the potential Personal Data Breach.

The Council has a Personal Data Breach protocol which can be found here: [Link]
 
 

11.  TRANSFER LIMITATION  
 

The GDPR restricts data transfers to countries outside the EEA in order to ensure that the level of 
data protection afforded to individuals by the GDPR is not undermined. You transfer Personal Data 
originating in one country across borders when you transmit, send, view or access that data in or 
to a different country.
 
You may only transfer Personal Data outside the EEA if one of the following conditions applies:

 
(a)  the European Commission has issued a decision confirming that the country to which we 

transfer the Personal Data ensures an adequate level of protection for the Data Subjects’ 
rights and freedoms. Currently these countries are Andorra, Argentina, Canada, Faeroe 
Islands, Guernsey, Israel, Isle of Man, Jersey, New Zealand, Switzerland and Uruguay but 
you can find updates at the following link: EU website;

  
(b)  appropriate safeguards are in place such as binding corporate rules (BCR), standard 

contractual clauses approved by the European Commission, an approved code of conduct 
or a certification mechanism;

 
(c)  the Data Subject has provided Explicit Consent to the proposed transfer after being informed 

of any potential risks; or
 
(d)  the transfer is necessary for one of the other reasons set out in the GDPR including the 

performance of a contract between us and the Data Subject, reasons of public interest, to 
establish, exercise or defend legal claims or to protect the vital interests of the Data Subject 
where the Data Subject is physically or legally incapable of giving Consent.

 

12.  DATA SUBJECT’S RIGHTS AND REQUESTS  
 

Data Subjects have rights when it comes to how we handle their Personal Data. These include rights 
to:
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(a)  withdraw Consent to Processing at any time;
 
(b)  receive certain information about the Data Controller’s Processing activities;
 
(c)  request access to their Personal Data that we hold;
 
(d)  prevent our use of their Personal Data for direct marketing purposes;
 
(e)  ask us to erase Personal Data if it is no longer necessary in relation to the purposes for which 

it was collected or Processed or to rectify inaccurate data or to complete incomplete data;
 
(f)  restrict Processing in specific circumstances;
 
(g)  challenge Processing which has been justified on the basis of the public interest;
 
(h)  request a copy of an agreement under which Personal Data is transferred outside of the EEA;
 
(i)  object to decisions based solely on Automated Processing, including profiling (ADM);
 
(j)  prevent Processing that is likely to cause damage or distress to the Data Subject or anyone 

else;
 
(k)  be notified of a Personal Data Breach which is likely to result in high risk to their rights and 

freedoms;
 
(l)  make a complaint to the supervisory authority; and
 
(m)  in limited circumstances, receive or ask for their Personal Data to be transferred to a third 

party in a structured, commonly used and machine readable format.
 

You must verify the identity of an individual requesting data under any of the rights listed above (do 
not allow third parties to persuade you into disclosing Personal Data without proper authorisation). 
Full procedures can be found here [Link]
 
You must immediately forward any Data Subject request you receive to the Council’s Corporate 
Improvement and Performance Team.

 

13.  ACCOUNTABILITY  
 
13.1The Data Controller (in most cases the Council) must implement appropriate technical and 

organisational measures in an effective manner, to ensure compliance with data protection 
principles. The Data Controller is responsible for, and must be able to demonstrate, compliance with 
the data protection principles.

 
The Council must have adequate resources and controls in place to ensure and to document GDPR 
compliance including:

 
(a)  appointing a suitably qualified DPO and an officer accountable for data privacy;
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(b)  implementing Privacy by Design when Processing Personal Data and completing DPIAs 
where Processing presents a high risk to rights and freedoms of Data Subjects;

 
(c)  integrating data protection into internal documents including this Policy, Related Policies, 

Privacy Guidelines, Privacy Notices or Fair Processing Notices;
 
(d)  regularly training Council Personnel on the GDPR, this Policy, Related Policies and Privacy 

Guidelines and data protection matters including, for example, Data Subject’s rights, 
Consent, legal basis, DPIA and Personal Data Breaches. The Council must maintain a 
record of training attendance by Council Personnel; and

 
(e)  regularly testing the privacy measures implemented and conducting periodic reviews and 

audits to assess compliance, including using results of testing to demonstrate compliance 
improvement effort.

 
13.2  RECORD KEEPING  
 

The GDPR requires us to keep full and accurate records of all our data Processing activities.
 
You must keep and maintain accurate corporate records reflecting our Processing including records 
of Data Subjects’ Consents and procedures for obtaining Consents.
 
These records should include, at a minimum, the name and contact details of the Data Controller 
and the DPO, clear descriptions of the Personal Data types, Data Subject types, Processing 
activities, Processing purposes, third-party recipients of the Personal Data, Personal Data storage 
locations, Personal Data transfers, the Personal Data’s retention period and a description of the 
security measures in place.

 
13.3  TRAINING AND AUDIT  
 

We are required to ensure that all Council Personnel have undergone adequate training to enable 
them to comply with data privacy laws. We must also regularly test our systems and processes to 
assess compliance.
 
You must undergo all mandatory data privacy related training and ensure your team undergo similar 
mandatory training.
 
You must regularly review all the systems and processes under your control to ensure they comply 
with this Policy and check that adequate governance controls and resources are in place to ensure 
proper use and protection of Personal Data.

 
13.4  PRIVACY BY DESIGN AND DATA PROTECTION IMPACT ASSESSMENT (DPIA)  
 

We are required to implement Privacy by Design measures when Processing Personal Data by 
implementing appropriate technical and organisational measures (like Pseudonymisation) in an 
effective manner, to ensure compliance with data privacy principles.
 
You must assess what Privacy by Design measures can be implemented on all 
programs/systems/processes that Process Personal Data by taking into account the following:

 
(a)  the state of the art;
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(b)  the cost of implementation;
 
(c)  the nature, scope, context and purposes of Processing; and
 
(d)  the risks of varying likelihood and severity for rights and freedoms of Data Subjects posed 

by the Processing.
 

Data controllers must also conduct DPIAs in respect to high risk Processing.
 
You should conduct a DPIA (and discuss your findings with the DPO) when implementing major 
system or business change programs involving the Processing of Personal Data including:

 
(e)  use of new technologies (programs, systems or processes), or changing technologies 

(programs, systems or processes);
 
(f)  Automated Processing including profiling and ADM;
 
(g)  large scale Processing of Sensitive Data; and
 
(h)  large scale, systematic monitoring of a publicly accessible area.
 

A DPIA must include:
 
(i)  a description of the Processing and its purposes;
 
(j)  an assessment of the necessity and proportionality of the Processing in relation to its 

purpose;
 
(k)  an assessment of the risk to individuals; and
 
(l)  the risk mitigation measures in place and demonstration of compliance.
 
 

13.5  AUTOMATED PROCESSING (INCLUDING PROFILING) AND AUTOMATED DECISION- 
MAKING  
 

Generally, ADM is prohibited when a decision has a legal or similar significant effect on an individual 
unless:

 
(a)  a Data Subject has Explicitly Consented;
 
(b)  the Processing is authorised by law; or
 
(c)  the Processing is necessary for the performance of or entering into a contract.
 

If certain types of Sensitive Data are being processed, then grounds (b) or (c) will not be allowed 
but such Sensitive Data can be Processed where it is necessary (unless less intrusive means can 
be used) for substantial public interest like fraud prevention.
 
If a decision is to be based solely on Automated Processing (including profiling), then Data Subjects 
must be informed when you first communicate with them of their right to object. This right must be 
explicitly brought to their attention and presented clearly and separately from other information. 
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Further, suitable measures must be put in place to safeguard the Data Subject’s rights and 
freedoms and legitimate interests.
 
We must also inform the Data Subject of the logic involved in the decision making or profiling, the 
significance and envisaged consequences and give the Data Subject the right to request human 
intervention, express their point of view or challenge the decision.
 
A DPIA must be carried out before any Automated Processing (including profiling) or ADM activities 
are undertaken.
 

 
13.6  DIRECT MARKETING  
 

We are subject to certain rules and privacy laws when marketing to our customers.
 
For example, a Data Subject’s prior consent is required for electronic direct marketing (for example, 
by email, text or automated calls). The limited exception for existing customers known as “soft opt 
in” allows organisations to send marketing texts or emails if they have obtained contact details in 
the course of a sale to that person, they are marketing similar products or services, and they gave 
the person an opportunity to opt out of marketing when first collecting the details and in every 
subsequent message.
 
The right to object to direct marketing must be explicitly offered to the Data Subject in an intelligible 
manner so that it is clearly distinguishable from other information.
 
A Data Subject’s objection to direct marketing must be promptly honoured. If a customer opts out 
at any time, their details should be suppressed as soon as possible. Suppression involves retaining 
just enough information to ensure that marketing preferences are respected in the future.
 
You must comply with any Council guidelines on direct marketing to customers.

 
13.7  SHARING PERSONAL DATA  
 

Generally we are not allowed to share Personal Data with third parties unless certain safeguards 
and contractual arrangements have been put in place.
 
You may only share the Personal Data internally if the recipient has a job-related need to know the 
information.
 
You may only share the Personal Data we hold with third parties, such as our service providers if:

 
(a)  they have a need to know the information for the purposes of providing the contracted 

services;
 
(b)  sharing the Personal Data complies with the Privacy Notice provided to the Data Subject 

and, if required, the Data Subject’s Consent has been obtained;
 
(c)  the third party has agreed to comply with the required data security standards, policies and 

procedures and put adequate security measures in place;
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(d)  the transfer complies with any applicable cross border transfer restrictions; and
 
(e)  a fully executed written contract that contains GDPR approved third party clauses has been 

obtained.

14.  CHANGES TO THIS POLICY  
 

We reserve the right to change this Policy at any time without notice to you so please check back 
regularly to obtain the latest copy of this Policy.
 
This Policy does not override any applicable national data privacy laws and regulations. 
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Data Security Breach Procedure

Introduction

All information security incidents must be reported to the Legal Team. This enables an 
internal investigation, with a view to determining what action should be taken and 
whether the incident should be reported to the Information Commissioner’s Office. 

Even if information has not been lost, but the incident may be classed as a ‘near 
miss’ this should be reported to your manager. An example here might be a 
member of staff taking sensitive information home without authority, but returning it 
safely the next day.

Note: if we need to self-report to the ICO this must be done within 72 hours

Actions Responsibilities and Duties

1
Employee All identified incidents must be reported to the Council’s Legal Team as 

soon as they are detected. The Legal Team will notify the DPO

2
CIP Team

If the incident is identified via a complaint, the CIP Team will appoint 
an investigating officer from the service area where the incident has 
originated, and the matter will managed under the Corporate 
Complaints Procedure

3
DPO

If the incident has not been reported through the Complaints process, 
the DPO will appoint a senior officer within the service area to 
investigate the incident and establish why it happened, whether or not 
it constitutes a breach and what remedial action is necessary. The 
investigating officer will keep the Legal Team regularly updated on 
progress.

4
Investigating 

Officer

The investigating officer will take professional advice as required from 
the DPO, CIP Team, Legal Services, and HR.

5
Employee

Investigating 
Officer

Establish the following and advise the Legal Team as soon as possible:

 The extent of the breach
 The amount of information involved
 The sensitivity of information involved
 A timeline of dates and times concerning the incident
 The potential for loss or damage to individuals, the Council or any 

other body
 What measures need to be taken and how quickly (for example: can 

the information be recovered? Do any individuals or organisations 
need to be notified? Do the Police need to be notified?)
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Actions Responsibilities and Duties

6
Investigating  

Officer

Unless considered to be a very minor breach of security, carry out and 
document a risk assessment. Depending upon the outcome of the 
risk assessment, use the letter template in Annex 1 to inform those 
affected by the breach.

7
Investigating 

Officer
Report the loss of data to the police as required, and notify the 
Council’s DPO whenever the police are involved.

8
DPO

Consider convening a meeting as appropriate involving people who 
are likely to have an active role in remedying the breach or dealing 
with any of the outside parties involved. Maintain an action plan 
tasking individuals with assisting the investigation as necessary.

9
Investigating 

Officer
Consider whether written statements may be needed. If so, first consult 
with the Legal Team and the HR Team if it is considered that 
Disciplinary action may be required at some point.

10
Investigating 

Officer
If information has been sent to the wrong address, retrieve the 
information as soon as possible, using the letter template in Annex 1 
or via a home visit as appropriate.

11
Investigating 

Officer

Always consider involving the Council’s Communications team early 
on and keeping them updated.

12
Investigating 

Officer

As part of the process of identifying the cause of the breach, try to 
consider measures that can be put in place to eliminate or reduce the 
chances of a reoccurrence. Where these are obvious, put them in 
place straight away; where these would need further discussion, report 
them to the DPO.

13
Investigating 

Officer

Where the incident has been treated as a complaint, the investigating 
officer will draft a response for the complainant and have it reviewed 
by the Legal Team and the DPO. The response will be sent to the 
complainant by the CIP Team.
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ANNEX 1 – letter to individual whose data has been breached

Actions Responsibilities and Duties

14

Investigating 
Officer

Provide a final written briefing to the DPO. If the DPO concludes that 
the breach should be reported to the Information Commissioner, 
complete a formal breach notification form and send it to the Legal 
Team and the DPO for review

15
Legal team/ 

DPO

Submit ICO Breach notification form (if required) and address any 
outstanding legal issues (e.g. injunction proceedings).

https://ico.org.uk/for-organisations/report-a-breach/personal-data-
breach/

Notify appropriate Portfolio Holder(s)

Further guidance 
available (links to 
useful documents)

 https://ico.org.uk/media/for-
organisations/documents/1536/breach_reporting.pdf

Related policies & 
procedures

Disciplinary Procedure 
Data Protection Policy

Golden rules for reporting and investigating data breaches

Remember:

 Do not keep a breach to yourself, even if you feel there has been no harm 
arising.

 Do not seek to apportion blame – the main object of this procedure is to 
address the breach and improve our processes.

 This procedure is not confined to breaches involving personal data only. Any 
uncontrolled information loss is important.

 Be honest with the facts.
 Be thorough in investigating or assisting with any investigation.

Contact details

Mark Stinson
Data Protection Officer 
Tel: 07899 061277

Sarah Wolstenholme-Smy
Legal Services Manager
Tel: 07970 248422

Letter to notify that personal data has been breached

I write to you to bring to your attention a breach of the Data Protection Act 1998 that 
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ANNEX 1 – letter to individual whose data has been breached

Dear ____________

[provide a short description of the breach] which unfortunately involves your 
personal data.

Please be assured that we are taking this matter very seriously and are investigating 
the matter / have concluded our investigation into it.

The facts in this matter are <give description of what has happened>.

<State what remedial action(s) have been carried out>

<State what has been done to prevent a reoccurrence>

If you have any questions or concerns regarding this letter, please get in touch with 
me.

I would again like to apologise for the incident of which you may have, until now, 

been unaware. 

Yours sincerely,
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ANNEX 2 – letter to person who has received personal data in error

Letter to retrieve information in response to notification by service user

[refer to any letter or telephone call from them telling us about having received the 
information in error – thanking them as appropriate].

[otherwise, explain the incident and that we believe that they have received 
information in error].

As you would imagine we have taken this matter very seriously and have concluded 
our investigation into it.

The facts in this matter are <give description of what has happened>.

Could you please return the document(s) to me at the address below by <date 10 
days from now>.

<State what remedial action(s) have been carried out>

<State what has been done to prevent a reoccurrence>

I hope this letter has allayed your fears as to the integrity of your own information and 
documents and can I again thank you for bringing this case to our attention enabling 
us to take appropriate action.

Yours sincerely,
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These procedures need to be read in conjunction with the Council’s Data Protection Policy and any guidance that 
may be issued from time to time by the Information Commissioner’s Office.

The Council’s Corporate Improvement and Performance (CIP) Team will co-ordinate all requests under these 
procedures.

Where requests are made for erasure or restriction of personal data, not to be subject to automated decision-
making, or where an objection to processing is received, the officer dealing with the request/objection must 
consult with the Legal Team before processing the request. This is extremely important particularly as certain 
personal data must not be erased and must continue to be processed where, for example, the Council needs to 
process the data in order to perform a statutory duty – such as collecting Council Tax.
 

1.  ABOUT THESE PROCEDURES  
 
    1.1  Data subjects have certain rights in respect of their personal data. When we process data subjects’ 

personal data, we shall respect those rights. These procedures provide a framework for responding to 
requests to exercise those rights. It is our policy to ensure that requests by data subjects covered by 
these procedures to exercise their rights in respect of their personal data are handled in accordance with 
applicable law.

 
    1.2  For the purposes of these procedures, “personal data” means any information relating to an identified or 

identifiable data subject. An identifiable data subject is anyone who can be identified, directly or indirectly, 
by reference to an identifier, such as a name, identification number or online identifier. “Processing” 
means any operation or set of operations that is performed on personal data, such as collection, use, 
storage, dissemination and destruction.

 
    1.3  These procedures only apply to data subjects whose personal data we process.
 

2.  RESPONDING TO REQUESTS TO ACCESS PERSONAL DATA  
 
    2.1  Data subjects have the right to request access to their personal data processed by us. Such requests are 

called Subject Access Requests (SARs). When a data subject makes an SAR we shall take the following 
steps:

 
(a)  log the date on which the request was received (to ensure that the relevant timeframe of one month 

for responding to the request is met) – all SARs must be passed to the CIP Team for allocation and 
co-ordination;

 
(b)  confirm the identity of the data subject who is the subject of the personal data. For example, we may 

request additional information (such as a passport and utility bill) from the data subject to confirm 
their identity;

 
(c)  search databases, systems, applications and other places where the personal data which are the 

subject of the request may be held; and
 
(d)  confirm to the data subject whether or not personal data of the data subject making the SAR are 

being processed.
 

2.2  If personal data of the data subject are being processed, we shall provide the data subject with the 
following information in a concise, transparent, intelligible and easily accessible form, using clear and 
plain language, in writing or by other (including electronic) means:
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(a)  the purposes of the processing;
 
(b)  the categories of personal data concerned (for example, contact details, bank account information 

and details of sales activity);
 
(c)  the recipients or categories of recipient to whom the personal data have been or will be disclosed, in 

particular recipients overseas (for example, US-based service providers);
 
(d)  where possible, the envisaged period for which the personal data will be stored, or, if not possible, 

the criteria used to determine that period;
 
(e)  the existence of the right to request rectification or erasure of personal data or restriction of 

processing of personal data or to object to such processing;
 
(f)  the right to lodge a complaint with the Information Commissioner’s Office (ICO);
 
(g)  where the personal data are not collected from the data subject, any available information as to their 

source;
 
(h)  the existence of any automated decision-making in relation to the subject’s personal data and 

meaningful information about the logic involved, as well as the significance and the envisaged 
consequences of such processing for the data subject; and

 
(i)  where personal data are transferred outside the EU, details of the appropriate safeguards to protect 

the personal data.
 
    2.3  We shall also, unless there is an exemption (see Paragraph 9 below), provide the data subject with a 

copy of the personal data processed by us in a commonly used electronic form (unless the data subject 
either did not make the request by electronic means or has specifically requested not to be provided with 
the copy in electronic form) within one month of receipt of the request. If the request is complex, or there 
are a number of requests, we may extend the period for responding by a further two months. If we extend 
the period for responding we shall inform the data subject within one month of receipt of the request and 
explain the reason(s) for the delay.

 
    2.4  Before providing the personal data to the data subject making the SAR, we shall review the personal data 

requested to see if they contain the personal data of other data subjects. If they do, we may redact the 
personal data of those other data subjects prior to providing the data subject with their personal data, 
unless those other data subjects have consented to the disclosure of their personal data.

 
    2.5  If the SAR is manifestly unfounded or excessive, for example, because of its repetitive character, we may 

charge a reasonable fee, taking into account the administrative costs of providing the personal data, or 
refuse to act on the request.

 
    2.6  If we are not going to respond to the SAR we shall inform the data subject of the reason(s) for not taking 

action and of the possibility of lodging a complaint with the ICO.
 

3.  RESPONDING TO REQUESTS TO RECTIFY PERSONAL DATA  
 
    3.1  Data subjects have the right to have their inaccurate personal data rectified. Rectification can include 

having incomplete personal data completed, for example, by a data subject providing a supplementary 
statement regarding the data. Where such a request is made, we shall, unless there is an exemption (see 
Paragraph 9 below), rectify the personal data without undue delay.
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    3.2  All requests for rectification of Personal Data must be passed to the CIP Team for allocation and co-
ordination. We shall also communicate the rectification of the personal data to each recipient to whom the 
personal data have been disclosed (for example, our third party service providers who process the data 
on our behalf), unless this is impossible or involves disproportionate effort. We shall also inform the data 
subject about those recipients if the data subject requests it.

 

4.  RESPONDING TO REQUESTS FOR THE ERASURE OF PERSONAL DATA  
 
    4.1  Data subjects have the right, in certain circumstances, to request that we erase their personal data. 

Where such a request is made, we shall, unless there is an exemption (see Paragraph 9 below), erase 
the personal data without undue delay if:

 
(a)  the personal data are no longer necessary in relation to the purposes for which they were collected 

or otherwise processed;
 
(b)  the data subject withdraws their consent to the processing of their personal data and consent was 

the basis on which the personal data were processed and there is no other legal basis for the 
processing;

 
(c)  the data subject objects to the processing of their personal data on the basis of our performance of a 

task carried out in the public interest or in the exercise of official authority vested in us, unless we 
either can show compelling legitimate grounds for the processing which override the data subject’s 
interests or fundamental rights and freedoms, or we are processing the data for the establishment, 
exercise or defence of legal claims;

 
(d)  the data subject objects to the processing of their personal data for direct marketing purposes;
 
(e)  the personal data have been unlawfully processed;
 
(f)  the personal data have to be erased for compliance with a legal obligation to which we are subject; 

or
 
(g)  the personal data have been collected in relation to the offer of e-commerce or other online services.

 
    4.2  When a data subject makes a request for erasure in the circumstances set out above, we shall, unless 

there is an exemption (see Paragraph 4.5 and Paragraph 9 below), take the following steps:
 

(a)  log the date on which the request was received (to ensure that the relevant timeframe of one month 
for responding to the request is met) – all requests for erasure must be passed to the CIP Team for 
allocation and co-ordination;

 
(b)  confirm the identity of the data subject who is the subject of the personal data. We may request 

additional information (such as a passport and utility bill) from the data subject to confirm their 
identity;

 
(c)  search databases, systems, applications and other places where the personal data which are the 

subject of the request may be held and erase such data within one month of receipt of the request. If 
the request is complex, or there are a number of requests, we may extend the period for responding 
by a further two months. If we extend the period for responding we shall inform the data subject 
within one month of receipt of the request and explain the reason(s) for the delay;

 
(d)  where we have made the personal data public, we must, taking reasonable steps, including technical 

measures, inform those who are processing the personal data that the data subject has requested 
the erasure by them of any links to, or copies or replications of, those personal data; and
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(e)  communicate the erasure of the personal data to each recipient to whom the personal data have 

been disclosed unless this is impossible or involves disproportionate effort. We shall also inform the 
data subject about those recipients if the data subject requests it.

 
    4.3  If the request is manifestly unfounded or excessive, for example, because of its repetitive character, we 

may charge a reasonable fee, taking into account the administrative costs of erasure, or refuse to act on 
the request.

 
    4.4  If we are not going to respond to the request we shall inform the data subject of the reasons for not taking 

action and of the possibility of lodging a complaint with the ICO.
 
    4.5  In addition to the exemptions in Paragraph 9 below, we can also refuse to erase the personal data to the 

extent processing is necessary:
 

(a)  for exercising the right of freedom of expression and information;
 
(b)  for compliance with a legal obligation which requires processing by law and to which we are subject 

or for the performance of a task carried out in the public interest or in the exercise of official authority 
vested in us;

 
(c)  for reasons of public interest in the area of public health;
 
(d)  for archiving purposes in the public interest, scientific or historical research purposes, or statistical 

purposes in so far as the right to erasure is likely to render impossible or seriously impair the 
achievement of the objectives of that processing; or

 
(e)  for the establishment, exercise or defence of legal claims.

 

5.  RESPONDING TO REQUESTS TO RESTRICT THE PROCESSING OF PERSONAL DATA  
 
    5.1  Data subjects have the right, unless there is an exemption (see Paragraph 9 below), to restrict the 

processing of their personal data if:
 

(a)  the data subject contests the accuracy of the personal data, for a period to allow us to verify the 
accuracy of the personal data;

 
(b)  the processing is unlawful and the data subject opposes the erasure of the personal data and 

requests the restriction of their use instead;
 
(c)  we no longer need the personal data for the purposes we collected them, but they are required by 

the data subject for the establishment, exercise or defence of legal claims; and
 
(d)  the data subject has objected to the processing, pending verification of whether we have legitimate 

grounds to override the data subject’s objection.
 
    5.2  All such requests to restrict processing must be passed to the Council’s CIP Team. Where processing has 

been restricted, we shall only process the personal data (excluding storing them):
 

(a)  with the data subject’s consent;
 
(b)  for the establishment, exercise or defence of legal claims;
 
(c)  for the protection of the rights of another person; or
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(d)  for reasons of important public interest.

 
    5.3  Prior to lifting the restriction, we shall inform the data subject of the lifting of the restriction.
 
    5.4  We shall communicate the restriction of processing of the personal data to each recipient to whom the 

personal data have been disclosed, unless this is impossible or involves disproportionate effort. We shall 
also inform the data subject about those recipients if the data subject requests it.

 

6.  RESPONDING TO REQUESTS FOR THE PORTABILITY OF PERSONAL DATA  
 
    6.1  Data subjects have the right, in certain circumstances, to receive their personal data that they have 

provided to us in a structured, commonly used and machine-readable format that they can then transmit 
to another company. Where such a request is made, we shall, unless there is an exemption (see 
Paragraph 9 below), provide the personal data without undue delay if:

 
(a)  the legal basis for the processing of the personal data is consent or pursuant to a contract; and
 
(b)  our processing of those data is automated.

 
    6.2  When a data subject makes a request for portability in the circumstances set out above, we shall take the 

following steps:
 

(a)  log the date on which the request was received (to ensure that the relevant timeframe of one month 
for responding to the request is met) – all requests for portability must be passed to the CIP Team for 
allocation and co-ordination;

 
(b)  confirm the identity of the data subject who is the subject of the personal data. We may request 

additional information (such as a passport and utility bill) from the data subject to confirm their 
identity;

 
(c)  search databases, systems, applications and other places where the personal data which are the 

subject of the request may be held and provide the data subject with such data (or, at the data 
subject’s request, transmit the personal data directly to another company, where technically feasible) 
within one month of receipt of the request. If the request is complex, or there are a number of 
requests, we may extend the period for responding by a further two months. If we extend the period 
for responding we shall inform the data subject within one month of receipt of the request and explain 
the reason(s) for the delay.

 
6.3  If the request is manifestly unfounded or excessive, for example, because of its repetitive character, we 

may charge a reasonable fee, taking into account the administrative costs of providing or transmitting the 
personal data, or refuse to act on the request.

 
6.4  If we are not going to respond to the request we shall inform the data subject of the reasons for not taking 

action and of the possibility of lodging a complaint with the ICO.
 

7.  RESPONDING TO OBJECTIONS TO THE PROCESSING OF PERSONAL DATA  
 
    7.1  Data subjects have the right to object to the processing of their personal data where such processing is 

on the basis of our performance of a task carried out in the public interest or in the exercise of official 
authority vested in us, unless we either:

 
(a)  can show compelling legitimate grounds for the processing which override the data subject’s 
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interests or fundamental rights and freedoms; or
 
(b)  are processing the personal data for the establishment, exercise or defence of legal claims.

 
    7.2  Data subjects also have the right to object to the processing of their personal data for scientific or 

historical research purposes, or statistical purposes, unless the processing is necessary for the 
performance of a task carried out for reasons of public interest.

 
    7.3  Where such an objection is made, we shall, unless there is an exemption (see Paragraph 9 below), no 

longer process a data subject’s personal data.
 
    7.4  Where personal data are processed for direct marketing purposes, data subjects have the right to object 

at any time to the processing of their personal data for such marketing. If a data subject makes such a 
request, we shall stop processing the personal data for such purposes.

    7.5  All such objections to the processing of personal data must be passed to the CIP Team for allocation and 
co-ordination.

 

8.  RESPONDING TO REQUESTS NOT TO BE SUBJECT TO AUTOMATED DECISION-MAKING  
 
    8.1  Data subjects have the right, in certain circumstances, not to be subject to a decision based solely on the 

automated processing of their personal data, if such decision produces legal effects concerning them or 
similarly significantly affects them. Where such a request is made, we shall, unless there is an exemption 
(see Paragraph 9 below), no longer make such a decision unless it:

 

(a)  is necessary for entering into, or the performance of, a contract between us and the data subject;
 
(b)  is authorised by applicable law which lays down suitable measures to safeguard the data subject’s 

rights, freedoms and legitimate interests; or
 
(c)  is based on the data subject’s explicit consent.

 
    8.2  If the decision falls within Paragraph 8.1(a) or Paragraph 8.1(c), we shall implement suitable measures to 

safeguard the data subject’s rights, freedoms and legitimate interests, including the right to obtain human 
intervention, to express their point of view and to contest the decision.

 
    8.3  All such requests must be passed to the CIP Team for allocation and co-ordination.

9.  EXEMPTIONS  
 

9.1  Before responding to any request we shall check whether there are any exemptions that apply to the 
personal data that are the subject of the request. Exemptions may apply where it is necessary and 
proportionate not to comply with the requests described above to safeguard:

 

(a)  national security;
 
(b)  defence;
 
(c)  public security;
 
(d)  the prevention, investigation, detection or prosecution of criminal offences or the execution of 
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criminal penalties, including the safeguarding against and the prevention of threats to public security;
 
(e)  other important objectives of general national public interest, in particular an important national 

economic or financial interest, including monetary, budgetary and taxation matters, public health and 
social security;

 
(f)  the protection of judicial independence and judicial proceedings;
 
(g)  the prevention, investigation, detection and prosecution of breaches of ethics for regulated 

professions;
 
(h)  a monitoring, inspection or regulatory function connected, even occasionally, to the exercise of 

official authority in the cases referred to in Paragraph 9.1(a) and Paragraph 9.1(g) above;
 
(i) the protection of the data subject or the rights and freedoms of others; or
 
(j)  the enforcement of civil law claims.
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BRECKLAND DISTRICT COUNCIL

Report of: Executive Member for Strategy, Governance and Transformation

To: Overview and Scrutiny Commission – 31st May 2018
Cabinet – 12th June 2018

Author: Charlotte Paine – Senior Business Intelligence Officer 

Subject: Performance Overview Report – Quarter 4 2017/18 

Purpose: To provide an update on Council performance for the period 1st January 
2018 to 31st March 2018

Recommendation(s): 

1)  To note the content of the report

1.0 BACKGROUND

1.1 The Quarter 4 Performance Report (Appendix A) provides Members and residents with 
information about the Council’s delivery against its Corporate Priorities and on the Council’s 
Corporate Health.  This covering report presents a summary of the status of the Council’s 
key indicators.

1.2 Areas of success, where performance is above target, are brought to Members’ attention, 
as are areas of concern where performance is below anticipated outcomes or is considered 
to be worsening.  Areas of performance are discussed at Performance Board.

1.3 KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

1.4 Current status of key performance indicators (above):  Quarter 4’s performance is 
assessed as ‘good’ with 9 indicators (69%) marked ‘Green’, meaning that performance is 
very good and is meeting or exceeding the achievable standard.  3 indicators (23%) are 
‘Amber’ meaning performance in these areas is at an acceptable level between the 
minimum and achievable standards.1 indicator (8%) is ‘Red’, however in this instance, the 
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indicator is achieving income above its target and is not a cause for concern. 

1.5 AREAS OF SUCCESS

1.6 Environmental services waste collection indicators all show a good performance despite the 
severe weather that was faced in the latter part of the quarter with all 3 indicators ending 
the year reported as green and at a similar position to the same period last year.

1.7 Both finance indicators are reporting additional income received above the target set. In the 
case of the short term investment forecast, which whilst technically red, this is indicating 
additional income has been received and therefore not an area of concern. As raised at a 
committee meeting earlier in the year, the return of investment indicator is above the target 
amount, this is because the target is set by the banks whilst we have sought alternative 
investments which provide better returns. 

1.8 The staff turnover indicator is reported below target in quarter four with 3 leavers in the 
period. Overall the year has seen a 15.33% turnover which is above the 10% target. 
However, as has been reported throughout the year, much of this is due to the service 
reviews that have been undertaken as part of the Moving Forward programme. This 
equates to 44 leavers in the year, of which 18 were resignations and other reasons 
included dismissals, redundancies and mutual agreement departures.

1.9 Performance in the revenues and benefits service is reported at end the financial year as 
exceeding the target for collection of both business rates and council tax with almost £1 
million collected ahead of the targeted date.  The LA error rate is reported as 0.26% which 
is well below the threshold that risks financial penalties and is consistent with the value 
reported at the same point last year.

1.10 AREAS FOR IMPROVEMENT

1.11 The number of complaints upheld or partially upheld in the period is reported slightly over 
target at 28%. This is an improvement from the previous quarter with a vast improvement in 
the number upheld relating to revenues and benefits complaints. Of the 13 in this quarter, 3 
were for this service, with only 1 of those fully upheld. The common theme for this quarter 
related to the accuracy of information provided by staff on the phone and this is being 
raised with ARP and Customer Contact to see if any further improvements can be made. 
The service with the most upheld complaints this quarter was Planning with 5 in total, 3 of 
which were fully upheld. The common theme identified was in regards to delays in planning 
application decisions or contact from the service. The performance of responding in time 
has been picked up with Planning and there already seems to be an improvement in the 
timeliness of correspondence, though this will continue to be monitored.

1.12 Customer Contact reports the average call waiting time has improved for quarter four and is 
now below the target of 150 seconds, an improved picture from the 190 seconds reported 
for quarter three. Call abandonment has also seen an improvement in performance from 
quarter three with 16.58% reducing to 12.41%. This is despite an increase in calls of more 
than 15%. 

1.13 Commercial property occupancy rates fell under 90% for the first time given the ongoing 
vacancy of an asset in Kings Lynn. The asset is a large unit which can take longer to let, 
however the period has seen some other smaller units let and ensures that the overall 
year’s performance is above target at 92%. The committee has previously asked to have 
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assurance of performance in relation to the income of the assets and to confirm, the income 
for the year is reported above target endorsing that the assets are still providing income 
and value to the Council. As an indicator regarding income will provide greater assurance 
to Members of the success of commercial assets, it is recommended that from quarter one, 
this will be the indictor used to scrutinise performance in this area.

1.14 Finally we would like to raise with the committee that the end of quarter four reporting 
raises a good opportunity, with the agreement of the Members, to recommend a review of 
the performance indicators that are reported. In line with the recently completed annual 
corporate plan refresh, the performance framework has been reviewed to ensure reporting 
is in line and relevant to the corporate plan for 2018/19. Therefore quarter one would 
introduce a new suite of indicators which we would present to the committee prior to the 
meeting in which quarter one performance would be reported.

2.0 OPTIONS

2.1 No recommendations made.  Report for information and to be noted only.

3.0 REASONS FOR RECOMMENDATION(S)

3.1 No recommendations made.  Report for information and to be noted only.

4.0 EXPECTED BENEFITS

4.1 Not applicable.

5.0 IMPLICATIONS

5.1 Carbon Footprint / Environmental Issues

5.1.1 Carbon Footprint / Environmental Issues have been considered and it is the opinion of the 
Report Author that there are no implications.

5.2 Constitution & Legal

5.2.1 Constitution and Legal Issues have been considered and it is the opinion of the Report 
Author that there are no implications.

5.3 Contracts

5.3.1 Contracts implications have been considered and it is the opinion of the Report Author that 
there are no implications.

5.4 Corporate Priorities

5.4.1 The report presents progress monitoring of performance of the corporate priorities.

5.5 Crime and Disorder 

5.5.1 Crime and Disorder implications have been considered and it is the opinion of the Report 
Author that there are no implications.
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5.6 Equality and Diversity / Human Rights

5.6.1 Equality and Diversity / Human Rights implications have been considered and it is the 
opinion of the Report Author that there are no implications.

5.7 Financial 

5.7.1 Financial implications have been considered and it is the opinion of the Report Author that 
there are no implications.

5.8 Health & Wellbeing

5.8.1 Health & Wellbeing implications have been considered and it is the opinion of the Report 
Author that there are no implications.

5.9 Risk Management 

5.9.1 Risk implications have been considered and it is the opinion of the Report Author that there 
are no implications.

5.10 Staffing

5.10.1 Staffing implications have been considered and it is the opinion of the Report Author that 
there are no implications.

5.11 Stakeholders / Consultation / Timescales

5.12.1 Stakeholder / Consultation / Timescale implications have been considered and it is the 
opinion of the Report Author that there are no implications.

6.0 WARDS/COMMUNITIES AFFECTED

6.1 No Wards or Communities are affected

7.0 ACRONYMS 

7.1 EMT – Executive Management Team

Background papers:- See The Committee Report Guide
Background papers:- None

Lead Contact Officer
Name and Post: Charlotte Paine 

Senior Business Intelligence Officer
Telephone Number: 07870 835233
Email: charlotte.paine@breckland-sholland.gov.uk 
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Director / Officer who will be attending the Meeting
Name and Post: Charlotte Paine – Senior Business Intelligence Officer

Key Decision: No

Exempt Decision: No

Appendices attached to this report: 
Appendix A Quarter 4 Performance Report
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Q4 2017/18 BDC Overview and Scrutiny Report

Generated on: 16 May 2018

         

         

Indicator % of Customer Complaints Upheld - Stage 1 Trend Chart

 

Same time last year

# of complaints upheld # of complaints closed Value

Q4 2016/17 8 42 19.05%

Current Performance Q4

# of complaints upheld # of complaints closed Value

Q4 2017/18 13 46 28%

 Current Target  What does good look like?  Latest Note  

Complaints upheld as a % 
of all stage 1 complaints 
closed in period This is 
calculated using the 
number of complaints 
upheld divided by the total 
number of complaints 
closed in the period 

 

25%
 

A lower % is better as we look to reduce the 
number of complaints upheld where it can be 
demonstrated that the council is at fault 

8 complaints were upheld with 5 partially upheld in the quarter. The 
areas included planning, environmental services, housing and ARP.
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Indicator % of Calls Abandoned Trend Chart

 

Same time last year

# Calls Abandoned # Calls Received Value

Q4 2016/17 3,497 31,219 11.2%

Current Performance Q4

# Calls Abandoned # Calls Received Value

Q4 2017/18 4,326 34,867 12.41%

 Current Target  What does good look like?  Latest Note  

% of calls that are 
answered by an 
appropriate member of 
staff from the total of calls 
offered 

 

10.1%
 

A lower % is better as we look to answer more 
calls 

Despite an increase in call volumes compared to Q3, the number of 
calls abandoned reduced by over 600. March saw the highest calls 
received with over 13,000 in the month.

Indicator Average Wait Time in Seconds Trend Chart

 

Same time last year

Total # seconds to 
answer

Total # of calls Value

Q4 2016/17 N/A N/A 102.33

Current Performance Q4

Total # seconds to 
answer

Total # of calls Value

Q4 2017/18 N/A N/A 146.33

 Current Target  What does good look like?  Latest Note  

Average Time to Answer 
Phone calls in Seconds 

 

150
 

A lower number is better as it indicates less 
time waiting for a call to be answered 

February and March saw performance return to within the target 
range and ensures quarter 4 is reporting call waiting times under the  
150 second target
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Indicator % of household waste recycled or composted Trend Chart

 

Same time last year

Recycle/Compost 
Tonnage

Total Waste Collected 
Tonnage

Value

Q4 2016/17 4042.06 12,159.84 33.27%

Current Performance Q4

Recycle/Compost 
Tonnage

Total Waste Collected 
Tonnage

Value

Q4 2017/18 3957.16 12,212.16 32.24%

 Current Target  What does good look like?  Latest Note  

% of household waste 
which has been recycled 
and composted (includes 
garden waste) against all 
the household waste 
collected 

 

32% 
 

A higher % is better as we look to recycle or 
compost more waste 

The quarter saw an increase in dry recycle material but a reduction in 
garden waste. This is to be expected for the time of year and given 
the bad weather experienced in Q4

Indicator Missed Waste Collections Trend Chart

 

Same time last year

Number of missed 
collections

Num of collections per 
100,000

Value

Q4 2016/17 43 2.705 16

Current Performance Q4

Number of missed 
collections

Num of collections per 
100,000

Value

Q4 2017/18 38 2.667 14

 Current Target  What does good look like?  Latest Note  

Number of missed waste 
collections per 100,000 
households

 15  A lower number is better as we look to ensure Performance under target which, given the weather in the period, is 
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fewer waste collections are missed evidence of a good provision of service.

Indicator Residual Waste per Household (kg) Trend Chart

 

Same time last year

Total residual waste in 
KG

Number of households Value

Q4 2016/17 8,251,723 180,723 45.7

Current Performance Q4

Total residual waste in 
KG

Number of households Value

Q4 2017/18 8,391,208 182,175 46.08

 Current Target  What does good look like?  Latest Note  

Number of Kg’s of residual 
waste collected per 
household. Calculated by 
'residual waste collected' x 
1016.5 then divided by 
number of households 
waste has been collected 
from 
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A lower number is better as we look to reduce 
the amount of waste sent for incineration 

Waste collection figures remain in the same region as last year and 
overall, the figures are reported the same as the previous year

Indicator % Return on Cash Investment (Treasury Yield) Trend Chart

 

Same time last year

Numerator Denominator Value

Q4 2016/17 N/A N/A 0.78%

Current Performance Q4

Numerator Denominator Value

Q4 2017/18 N/A N/A 0.84%

 Current Target  What does good look like?  Latest Note  

The % return received on 
cash invested 

 
0.29%

 
A higher number is better as we look to 
receive more return on cash invested 

Target over achieved, mainly due to loans to third parties at market 
rates
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Indicator Short term investment Income Forecast Trend Chart

 

Same time last year

Numerator Denominator Value

Q4 2016/17 N/A N/A -£272,372

Current Performance Q4

Numerator Denominator Value

Q4 2017/18 N/A N/A -£256,895

 Current Target  What does good look like?  Latest Note  

Net variance from 
expected (budgeted) 
interest expected 

 

-£223,853
 

The higher the negative figure the better as 
this indicates more income 

The interest income for the year is slightly over budget as a result of 
loans to 3rd party partners for a longer period than originally 
budgeted, alongside a slight rise in recent longer term rates achieved

Indicator Staff turnover % Trend Chart

 

Same time last year

Number of Leavers Number of Employees Value

Q4 2016/17 11 273 4.03%

Current Performance Q4

Number of Leavers Number of Employees Value

Q4 2017/18 3 287 1.05%

 Current Target  What does good look like?  Latest Note  

% of total leavers against 
total number of staff 
employed in period 
(includes involuntary 
leavers) 
  Target is 10% which has 
been benchmarked 

 

2.5% 
 

Lower is better as we look to retain staff This quarters figures include leavers due to resignation and 
redundancy for full time staff, fixed term and temporary staff figures 
not included
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Indicator Cases Prevented from Homelessness per 1,000 Households Trend Chart

 

Same time last year

Numerator Denominator Value

Q4 2016/17 N/A N/A .5

Current Performance Q4

Numerator Denominator Value

Q4 2017/18 N/A N/A 2.0

 Current Target  What does good look like?  Latest Note  

P1E Return - Prevention 
and Relieving of 
Homelessness (No. of 
potentially homeless cases 
diverted from 
homelessness per 1,000 
households) 

 

Data Only
 

This is not a targeted measure as number will 
fluctuate dependent upon demand to the 
service. 

There have been 121 households prevented from homelessness due 
to the interventions of the team

Indicator Housing Benefit LA Error Rate Trend Chart

 

Same time last year

Error expenditure Total housing benefit 
expenditure

Value

Q4 2016/17 82,949.29 32,019,319.43 0.26%

Current Performance Q4

Error expenditure Total housing benefit 
expenditure

Value

Q4 2017/18 80,161.94 30,531,372.32 0.26%

 Current Target  What does good look like?  Latest Note  

Local Authority error in 
Housing Benefit 
overpayment Amount of 
benefits overpaid divided 
by benefits paid (% of 
overall expenditure) 

 

0.35%
 

Lower is better as we look to minimise the 
amount of money paid in error and reduce the 
risk of financial penalty (which occurs above 

Performance continues to remain within target and away from risk of 
possible financial penalty for excessive errors.
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0.48%) 

Indicator Net Business Rates receipts Trend Chart

 

Same time last year

In year collection 
amount

Target amount to be 
collected

Value

Q4 2016/17 £29,720,701 £30,897,450 £29,720,701

Current Performance Q4

In year collection 
amount

Target amount to be 
collected

Value

Q4 2017/18 £30,716,188 £30,023,702 £30,716,188

 Current Target  What does good look like?  Latest Note  

Actual revenue collected in 
respect of Business Rates 
against budget 

 
£30,023,702 

 
Higher is better as we look to collect as much 
of the business rates debit as possible 

Above target and collected nearly £700,000 above expected target

Indicator Net Council Tax receipts Trend Chart

 

Same time last year

In year collection 
amount

Target amount to be 
collected

Value

Q4 2016/17 £65,040,092 £64,085,074 £65,040,092

Current Performance Q4

In year collection 
amount

Target amount to be 
collected

Value

Q4 2017/18 £68,701,234 £68,424,497 £68,701,234

Actual revenue collected in 
respect of Council Tax 
against the amount which 
the authority has budgeted 

 Current Target  What does good look like?  Latest Note  
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£68,424,497 

 
Higher is better as we look to collect as much 
of the Council Tax debit as possible 

Above target with nearly £700,000 above expected target collected

         

         

Indicator Commercial Property Occupancy Trend Chart

 

Same time last year

Total floor space let 
(sq.ft)

Total lettable space 
(sq.ft.)

Value

Q4 2016/17 612,152.667 627,146 98%

Current Performance Q4

Total floor space let 
(sq.ft)

Total lettable space 
(sq.ft.)

Value

Q4 2017/18 565,179.667 637,341 89%

 Current Target  What does good look like?  Latest Note  

Target is to achieve 90% 
occupancy level of the 
Council's commercial 
property (investment, non 
operational) assets which 
excludes operational 
assets 
Calculated by total floor 
space let over the total 
lettable space. 

 

98%

 

A higher number is better as we look to rent 
out as much of the commercial property space 
as possible and increase income 

The Commercial Property occupancy remains lower than previously 
reported primarily due to the Kings Lynn investment asset (ex Jaeger 
unit) remaining void.  This one asset represents 7%.  We are actively 
promoting and marketing all of our vacant properties to minimise 
void periods. 

4 industrial new lettings and 2 new lettings in Dereham Business 
Centre were completed in March.
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Overview Scrutiny Work Programme 2017/18

This is an outline programme only and will be amended as issues arise or priorities change

31 May 2018 Portfolio Holder update Executive Member for Growth and
Commercialisation Cllr A Stasiak

Qtr 4 2017-2018 Performance
Overview

Deputy Leader, Exec Member for
Strategy, Governance and
Transformation. Greg Pearson

To provide an update on Council Performance for the
period 01/01/2018-31/03/2018

Data Protection Policy Mark Stinson To review the Policy in light of the requirements of the
General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR).

Breckland Lottery (verbal update) Steve James To receive a verbal update on the progression of the
Breckland Lottery that launched in March

Flytipping Steve James To receive a verbal update looking at costs of clearing
Flytipping and number of reports received. New procedure
in place at NCC from April 1st. Look at cost of fly tip clearing
before and after the change. (to be updated at each
meeting)

Broadband - aerial/different
solutions

Christine Marshall To consider alternatives to NCC Broadband

12 July 2018 Portfolio Update Executive Member for People and
Information Cllr A Webb

Market Town Initiative Steve James Verbal update on how the five Market towns are working
in terms of the Market town initiative and what each town
have spent the budget on that has been given to them.

**standing item** Flytipping Steve James To receive figures for costs of clearing flytips since May
2018 and number of reports received.

27 September 2018 Corporate Update Leader William Nunn
Qtr 1 2018-2019 Performance
Overview

Deputy Leader, Exec Member for
Strategy, Governance and
Transformation. Greg Pearson

To provide an update on Council Performance for the
period 01/04/2018 -30/06/2018
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Overview Scrutiny Work Programme 2017/18

This is an outline programme only and will be amended as issues arise or priorities change

Open for Business Greg Pearson
**standing item** Flytipping Steve James To receive figures for costs of clearing flytips since July 2018

and number of reports received.

08 November 2018 Review of HR Policies Susie Richardson HR Manager To include:    Flexitime and TOIL Policy                          Market
Supplements Policy and Procedure                 Honoraria and
Spot Bonus Policy                                              Secondments
Policy and Procedure

Vexatious Policy Greg Pearson Report on the application of the Council's Vexatious Policy.
To Provide the Commission an update on the Council's
Vexatious Policy.

Recycling changes NCC Norfolk County Council Waste
Management NCC Waste Management team invited to present to

Members and answer questions regarding the changes to
Recycling Centres in April 2018. Successes and challenges of
it. (potential following standing item at prev meetings)

Shopappy Steve James To receive verbal update on Shopappy which launched in
April 2018

RIPA Policy Update Mark Stinson Annual report to Executive Members on the number of
RIPA authorisations and on the fitness of the policy and
procedures

QTR 2 2018-2019 Performance
Overview

Deputy Leader, Executive Member for
Strategy, Governance and
Transformation. Greg Pearson

To provide an update on Council Performance for the
period 01/07/2018-30/09/2018

07 March 2019
QTR 3 2018-2019 Performance
Overview

Deputy Leader, Executive Member for
Strategy, Governance and
Transformation. Greg Pearson

To provide an update on Council Performance for the
period 01/10/2018-31/12/0218
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Overview Scrutiny Work Programme 2017/18

This is an outline programme only and will be amended as issues arise or priorities change

30 May 2019 QTR 4 2018-2019 Performance
Overview

Deputy Leader, Executive Member for
Stratefy, Governance and
Transformation. Greg Pearson

To provide an update on Council Performance for the
period 01/01/2019-31/03/2019

Topics to be scheduled (These are topics raised by Members)

Date Topic Member / Director / Lead Officer Objectives & Desired Outcomes
tbc Norfolk County Council - Schools Through Local Plan document – more developments will be

built over coming years, but our schools are full.  How will
NCC plan for this?

31st May Intelligent Council Anna Graves / Greg Pearson To receive an update on being an 'Intelligent Council' and
how this is progressing

tbc Norfolk County Council - Highways Question - look at levels of roads & drainage & how
Highways deal with this.

tbc Consider a project to support
encourage market towns to
support tourism

12th July Market Town Initiative -
resource4Growth monies given to
town -

Request Towns to report to OSC on progress of spending

tbc Contractual Performance Review the Planning & Building Control contract
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Overview Scrutiny Work Programme 2017/18

This is an outline programme only and will be amended as issues arise or priorities change

tbc Public Toilets Simon Taylor-Avery How have the towns used the money given to them and are
the toilets still in use?

tbc Health task & finish group To arrange a T&F group to discuss health issues within the
district
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KEY DECISION PLAN

VERSION 6/18

Issued – 
Effective for Period:
 19/04/18 - 30/10/19

Representations in respect of all the matters shown should be sent in writing, at least one week before the date or period the decision is likely to be made, to:  
Julie Britton, Democratic Services Officer, Elizabeth House, Walpole Loke, Dereham, Norfolk, NR19 1EE.

Telephone 01362 656343 Email democraticservices@breckland.gov.uk

The Key Decision Plan shows all key and significant decisions that are likely to be made over the next twelve months

The Key Decision Plan is updated on a rolling basis and shows the decisions that will be considered and the date when the decision is expected to be made.  .

Key decisions are Executive decisions involving expenditure or savings exceeding 25% of the budget sum approved for a particular service or function, or a decision which 
significantly affects the community in two or more wards or electoral divisions.
Significant decisions are: 1. A decision made in connection with setting the Council Tax; 2. A decision to approve any matter relating to a Policy or Strategic Plan; 3. Any 
non-Executive decision which significantly affects the community in two or more wards or electoral divisions. Some of the decisions will be recommendations to full Council, 
particularly if they impact on the Budget and the Policy Framework (comprising of statutory plans and strategies)

PORTFOLIO 
HOLDER / 
SUBJECT

PURPOSE OF DECISION CONSULTEES AND 
METHOD OF 

CONSULTATION

SUPPORTING 
DOCUMENTS 

LIKELY DATE OF DECISION AND WHO 
WILL MAKE DECISION
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PORTFOLIO 
HOLDER / 
SUBJECT

PURPOSE OF DECISION CONSULTEES AND 
METHOD OF 

CONSULTATION

SUPPORTING 
DOCUMENTS 

LIKELY DATE OF DECISION AND WHO 
WILL MAKE DECISION

PORTFOLIO 
HOLDER / 
SUBJECT

PURPOSE OF DECISION CONSULTEES AND 
METHOD OF 

CONSULTATION

SUPPORTING 
DOCUMENTS 

LIKELY DATE OF DECISION AND WHO 
WILL MAKE DECISION

Executive Member 
for People & 
Information

Air Quality Action 
Plan

To approve the Air Quality Action Plan as required by 
Part IV of the Environment Act 1995 in respect of the 
Air Quality Management Area declared in Swaffham.

Officers and ward 
members across the 
council will be consulted 
along with colleagues and 
representatives from 
other affected 
organisations and 
community groups, 
particularly Norfolk 
County Council and 
Swaffham Town Council.

Air Quality Action 
Plan

Overview and Scrutiny Commission 19 
Apr 2018

Cabinet 1 May 2018

Executive Member 
for Growth

Alternative 
Proposal for 
Electricity Power 
Scheme in 
Snetterton

To approve an alternative improved Electricity Power 
Scheme for Snetterton, to that already approved at Full 
Council in January 2017. 

Breckland Directors
Executive Member for 
Growth

Alternative 
Proposal for 
Electricity Power 
Scheme in 
Snetterton

Cabinet 1 May 2018

Executive Member 
for People & 
Information

Corporate 
Enforcement Policy

To review and update the Breckland and South 
Holland Corporate Enforcement Policies and create a 
single joint policy for both authorities.

See report Corporate 
Enforcement Policy

Cabinet 1 May 2018
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PORTFOLIO 
HOLDER / 
SUBJECT

PURPOSE OF DECISION CONSULTEES AND 
METHOD OF 

CONSULTATION

SUPPORTING 
DOCUMENTS 

LIKELY DATE OF DECISION AND WHO 
WILL MAKE DECISION

PORTFOLIO 
HOLDER / 
SUBJECT

PURPOSE OF DECISION CONSULTEES AND 
METHOD OF 

CONSULTATION

SUPPORTING 
DOCUMENTS 

LIKELY DATE OF DECISION AND WHO 
WILL MAKE DECISION

Deputy Leader & 
Executive Member 
for Strategy, 
Governance and 
Transformation

PFI Leisure 
contract Sub-
Contractor

That the Cabinet agree to delegate authority to the 
Exec Director Of Strategy & Governance to agree the 
change of sub-contractor for the PFI Leisure Contract

See report PFI Leisure 
contract Sub-
Contractor

Cabinet 1 May 2018

Executive Member 
for Growth and 
Commercialisation

Barnham Broom 
Golf & Country 
Club Investment 
Asset

Review options and confirm long term strategy for this 
property asset

See report Barnham Broom 
Golf & Country 
Club Investment 
Asset

Cabinet 1 May 2018

Executive Member 
for Growth and 
Commercialisation

Snetterton Power 
Scheme - Grant 
Approvals

To obtain approvals (subject to suitable conditions) to 
accept two external grant funding offers to the Council 
that will allow the continuation of a project to enable 
the delivery of a new and enlarged power supply for 
the Snetterton Heath employment area.

See report Snetterton Power 
Scheme - Grant 
Approvals

Council 17 May 2018
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Executive Member 
for Growth and 
Commercialisation

Broadband in 
Breckland

To inform OSC of the current and predicted future level 
of high speed broadband in Breckland and possible 
future options for dealing with those postcodes not 
covered by the current Better Broadband for Norfolk 
contract with BT

Broadband in 
Breckland

Overview and Scrutiny Commission 31 
May 2018

Executive Member 
for Place (Health 
Lead)

Inter Authority 
Agreement – 
Waste Services

To consider approving a draft agreement that needs to 
be in place between the three authorities that are 
participating in a joint procurement, and to grant 
delegated authority to the Executive Director for 
Strategy and Governance (in consultation with the 
Leader) to approve any final amendments and 
complete the agreement.

See report Inter Authority 
Agreement – 
Waste Services

Cabinet 12 Jun 2018

Executive Member 
for Finance

Budget, Medium 
Term Plan and 
Capital Strategy 
2019-20

To consider and approve the capital and revenue 
budget estimates and proposed council tax, the 
financial medium term plan and the capital strategy

See report Budget, Medium 
Term Plan and 
Capital Strategy 
2019-20

Cabinet 5 Feb 2019

Council 21 Feb 2019

Executive Member 
for Finance

Treasury 
Management 
Policy & Strategy 
2019-20

This report outlines the Council’s Prudential Indicators 
for 2019-20 to 2022-23 and sets out the expected 
treasury operations for this period and requests a 
recommendation to Full Council to approve the 
Treasury Management Policy, Strategy and Prudential 
Indicators for 2019-20 to 2022-23

See report
Treasury 
Management 
Policy & Strategy 
2019-20

Governance & Audit Committee 15 
Feb 2019
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Executive Member 
for Finance

Council Tax 
Setting 2019-20

To set the amounts of Council Tax applicable for 2019-
20 for each valuation band and in each part of the 
district

See report Council Tax Setting 
2019-20

Council 21 Feb 2019

Deputy Leader & 
Executive Member 
for Strategy, 
Governance and 
Transformation

Corporate Plan 
2019-2023

To seek adoption of the Council's new four year 
corporate plan which sets the organisation's strategic 
direction from 2019-23.

See report Corporate Plan 
2019-2023

Council 21 Feb 2019

If you have any comments or queries regarding any of the entries in the Key Decision Plan please contact:

Julie Britton, Democratic Services Officer, Elizabeth House, Walpole Loke, Dereham, Norfolk, NR19 1EE.
Telephone 01362 656343 Email democraticservices@breckland.gov.uk 
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